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Page13
The Women's Center sponsored
Eating Disorder Awareness Week,
featuring a healthy global taste test
Wednesday.

Page 11
The Racers lost to SEMO
61-58 in the first round of
the OVC Tournament
Tuesday night at the
Regional Special Events
Center. It is the first time
the team has lost in the
first round since 1987.
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Officials select new athletics director
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thcnews.org

After more than five
months and two interims,
University President F.
King Alexander announced
Wednesday the hiring of
Allen Ward as the new athletics director, effective
March 30.
A committee, which Sandra Rogers, assistant to the
president, headed, chose
Ward after sifting through
five highly-qualified candidates.
Ward rose to the top of
the list and set himself apart
from the other candidates
in Alexander and the committee's minds.
"(Ward) has done just
about every job in an athletics department, and he
knows the nuts and bolts of
what goes on in an athletics
department,"
Alexander
said. "We want to take Murray State to a new level in
academics and athletics,

ance assistant. Ward also recent visit to campus.
spent time as interim athletFootball was a strong suit
for North Texas, and Ward
ics director.
Although leaving North played a role in helping the
Texas was a difficult deci- University make the transision, Ward was all smiles tion from Division I-AA to
upon donning a Murray 1-A in 1994. Including this
State baseball cap Head season's New Orleans Bowl
Coach Rob McDonald loss to Southern Miss, the
brought for him.
North Texas Mean Green
"The process has been a have appeared in four congood one, taking me from secutive bowl games since
North Texas to here," Ward its transition to 1-A.
said. "The 14 years 1 spent
Alexander was also conthere were very good, and I cerned with student athleave there with some letes getting in trouble with
mixed emotions. However, the law, and Ward has expeI'm extremely excited to be rience dealing with legal
issues with student-athlete
here at Murray State."
As senior associate athlet- behavior, as well as risk
ics director. Ward's tasks management,
academic
Ricky Agostin/The News
included responsibility of records and privacy.
University President F. King Alexander (right) introduces the new athletics direc- financial planning and operHe also is familiar with
tor, Allen Ward, who will take office on March 30.
ations, managing personnel the state open records act,
and we believe Allen is the tration from William Jewell strength lies in fmances and and department resources an issue that came up last
man who will take us College, Ward has spent the handling budgets. Ward has and participation in alumni year in Murray State athletics when the athletics direclast 14 years at the Universi- been assistant athletics and community relations.
there."
He
also
brings
with
him
tor's
salary was not given in
ty
of
North
Texas
in
Dendirector
of
finance,
director
With a master's degree in
an
understanding
of
Title
a
statewide
open records
of
financial
and
administraphysical education from ton.
Wichita State University
He )eaves North Texas as tive services. director of IX compliance, an issue the audit.
and a bachelor of science the senior associate athlet- ticket operations and event NCAA brought to Alexansee NCAA/3
degree in business adminis- ics director, and his management and compll - der's attention during its

'Treats for ·Troops'

Former AD
files suit
against
University
Melissa .K ilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

In former Athletics Director E.W.
Dennison's lawsuit, he brought action
against · Murray - - - - - State, University
President F. King
Alexander,
the
Board of Regents
and each individual
board member.
Dennison filed
his suit in Franklin
Circuit Court in
Frankfort Feb. 17,
pursuant to the
Kentucky Revised
Statutes regarding
jurisdiction.
Fonner
In the complaint,
Dennison alleged Athletics Director
breach of contract because of the
Board of Regent's decision to transfer
him to director of Corporate and
Foundation Giving in September
• 2004. According to the complaint, the
board removed Dennison because of
political reasons and not because of
his job performance.
Dennison alleged President Alexander moved for his dismissal because
Dennison chose to exercise his freedom of expression and political association guaranteed in the First and
14th Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.
The complaint requested compensatory damages be awarded because
of the breach of employment contract
and compensatory and punitive damages for the violation of his constitutional rights to freedom of speech and
freedom of expression.
Dennison also requested any other
relief to which he is entitled and a
trial by jury.
Dennison declined to comment
about the lawsuit, referring The News
to the complaint.
University President F. King
Alexander also declined to comment
Wednesday.

Ricky Agostm/The News

GJrl Scouts on T uesday help load Trefolls and Lemon Coolers onto the UHAUL truck that will take the cookies to Fort Campbell.

Girl Scouts send trademark cookies to soldiers
Middle East stations
will receive donation
Stephanie Zeller
Staff Writer
szeller@thenews.org

Soldiers stationed overseas will savor a taste of
home thanks to the
efforts of Girl Scouts
from western Kentucky
and northwestern Tennessee, Froggy 103 and
many area businesses.
"I think anything that
brings an entire community together to support
our country and our chil-

dren is important," Sweet
Pea Green said.
Green, co-host of the
morning show, "The
Green Team in the Morning," who participated in
Girl Scouts for 10 years.
organized
the
new
"Treats for Troops" pro·
gram.
The promotion allowed
local businesses to call in
and pledge to buy a certain amount of Girl Scout
cookies. From car dealers
to supermarkets, many

businesses encouraged the Girl Scouts who won
employees to buy cook- the on-air contest. The
ies.
contest provided the girls
"Most people who the advantage of receivmade pledges sent checks ing the daily cookie sales
immediately," Tammy from the businesses that
Petty, business manager called in.
at Froggy 103, said.
Anessa Turner, an 11Girl Scouts from across year-old Girl Scout from
the region called in Benton, received the
between 6 and 7:30 a.m. largest sale of 700 boxes
for a chance to win. The of cookies on Feb. 4.
fifth caller received all Turner woke up around
the cookie sales for that 5:30 a.m. to call the radio
day. The contest lasted station. As soon as she
two wee~s. from Jan. 24 found out she won, her
to Feb. 4, and 10 winners friends called to congratwere selected.
ulate her.
Petty collected the
"I was really glad
money from those who because I got to help the
participated and wrote soldiers," Turner said.
Not only did her cookie
one big check to each of

sales help the U.S. troops.
but the money from the
sales helped her Girls
Scout troop raise enough
money to donate to St.
Jude's Children's Hospital.
"We only needed 600
boxes more,'' Turner said.
"When I won, that helped
us (reach our goal)."
Staff Sgt. Gary Byard,
an army recruiter from
Paris, Tenn., said the winning Girl Scouts were
recognized and presented
with an army pin Tuesday because "they stand
for the core values that
the army stands for."

seeLOCAL /3
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•Police Bectt
Thursday, Feb. 24

Ricky AgostinJThc> News

Stuart Phillips, senior from Louisville, speaks with .a representative
from Gerdau Amerlsteel about a possible internship with the company
Wednesday at the Career Fair in the Curris Center.

Graduation packets due
today for undergraduates
The deadline for submission of undergraduate degree packets for August
graduation is today.
A $20 degree fee is required and can
be paid in the Cashier's Office on the
second floor of Sparks Hall.
The deadline applies to undergraduate degrees only. Deadlines for graduate
degrees vary. Contact the Graduate
Office for specific dates.

· University plans to host
moonbuggy competition
The College of Science, Engineering
and Technology and the department
of physics and engineering are hosting
the 2005 West Kentucky Regional
Moonbuggy Competition. at 10 a.m.
·
March 12.
During the competition, students
and teachers from seven area high
schools will pedal their moonbuggies
on a course that begins in the breezeway of Blackburn Science Building,

stretches south past Waterfield
Library and north to Elizabeth College.
For any schools interested in participating next year, contact James
Rogers at 762·4976.

College group to observe
Murray State next week
The University will host a study
team visit from the American Association of State Colleges and Universities
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Murray State was selected last year
as one of only 12 universities in a
group of more than 400 campuses for
a panel of national experts to study
this spring to learn more about gradu·
ation rate success.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Carrie
Pond. assistant news editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762·4480.

, ..

Saturday,Feb.26

7:05 p.m. A caller reported
12:03 a.m. Mary F. Dillingham, 9:19 p.m. A criminal mischief his/her vehicle missing from
SO. from Murray, was arrested report was filed regarding a the Roy Stewart Stadium lot.
on Miller St r~et for driving damaged light pole at the cor- An officer took a report for the
under the influence and issued a ncr of University Dr ive and unlawful taking of an item valcitation for following a vehicle Wilson Hall. The Murray ued at more than $300.
too closely. The incident was Police
Department
was
advised to be on the lookout Tuesday, March 1
her first offense.
4:20p.m. Lonnie Jay Burgett II, for a small vehicle with dam- 1:39 p.m. An ind ividual report20, sophomore from Mayfield, age to the front end. At 11:53 cd a missing vehicle from the
was arrested near Roy Stewart p.m., an officer stopped a vehi- 15th and Olive Street parking
Stadium on a fugitive from jus- cle near Sparks Hall believed . lot. The owner spoke to a sib·
to responsible for the damage. ling and was advised the vehitice warrant
9:48 p.m. A Murray Police lt was not the responsible vehi- de had been moved by a family member.
Department ofticer reported a cle.
8:06
p.m. An officer at the
possible fight on a University
Regional
Special Events Center
intramural field. The officer
Sunday,
Feb.
27
12 to 14 individuals
advised
that
later advised the students were
1:07
p.m.
A
caller
from
the
nnd being diswere
intoxicated
playing a game.
University Bookstore reported ruptive at the basketball game.
a suspicious individual. A The individuals were escorted
Friday, Feb. 25
responding officer performed a from the building.
6:12 a.m. A caller from Eliza· security check and everything
beth College requested F.mer· appeared normal.
gcncy Medical Services for a 5:59p.m. An officer spoke with Wednesday, March 2
student who had passed out in a student about speeding west 4:38 a.m. A caller reported
the shower. The student refused of the Oakley Applied Science two students locked inside the
Waterfield Library. An officer
EMS transport.
Building. The student was on released the students.
10:21 a.m. A caller from Faculty the way to work on a group pro·
S:Sl p.m. The Murray Police
Hall reported a student passed ject. A warning was given.
Department alerted Public
out on the second floor near the
of three white males in a
Safety
elevators. The EMS was notified
small
black truck who were
but did not transport the indi- Monday,Feb.28
posing
as carpet salesmen to
8:32 a.m. An employee in
vidual.
enter
people's
houses.
2:36 p.m. A caller reported a Woods Hall requested to speak
suspicious vehicle in the Resi- to an officer regarding a possi·
dential College Circle. At 2:42 ble phone scam regarding
p.m., the individual was escort- financial assistance for college.
ed to Public Safety for question- 1:56 p.m. An individual from
ing about recent thefts. The sus- White College reported items Motorist assists - 12
pect, jeremy Butler, 26, senior missing from his/her vehicle. .Racer escorts • 10
from Paris, Tenn.. admitted An officer took a report for Arrests- 3
attempting and committing theft by unlawful taking of
recent thefts. His vehicle was items valued at more than
searched, and several items $300.
were recovered. He was arrest- 6:46 p .m . A University
ed for receiving stolen property employee from Hart College Police Beat is compiled by Carvalued at more than $300, pos- came to Public Safety to report rie Pond, assistant news editor,
session of burglar's tools, pos- earrings missing from her with materials provided by
session of marijuana and pos- apartment. An officer took a Public Safety. All dispatched
session of drug paraphernalia report for the unlawful taking calls are not listed. For a com·
and prescription drugs not in of an item valued at more than plete listing, visit www.the$300.
their proper container.
news.org.

PC DOCTOR
Smlces Offered •
• House Cans

• Component upgrades

I

• Software Upgrades

• Repair

•

• Speed increases
• General Maintenance
• Home Networks installed and setup
• Custom built Computers
• VIrus Removal
• Popup's removed
• Custom buill Databases
• System and Networ1\ Consulting

PC DOCTOR
Murray, KY
270-226-9577
( I ASS II II

I>~ I~ A

Is your super fast computer
running slow? Does it take
all day for your computer
to boot up? Is your computer slow going from webpage to webpage?
20 vears experience wdh

~tate Line Western World, Inc~

'r

'f

Shopping Center

705 Malo S1 , HWV 641
Hazel, KV ~204Q

WMNifalelinewKiemworld co<n
~ Slale~neweeternOcs.oom

Wlltft . . .. , . , .......,

..........,... ....

fiiii, Prl ..... . . . . .

Larry & Lyn<la Ward
Bany Ward
BUS 27~92·6144
FAX 270-492-6248

Computers. G(8duate of Umversiiv
Of Louisville. Classes include A+.
Net +. MCSE. MCDBA. Access.
SOL SeNer. and Visual Basic.net.

II S

Place your
.
message 1n
· The Murray
State News
classifieds for

REMEMBER HOW HELPFUL YOUR FIRST YEAR LEADER WAS?
COME BE A PART OF THIS EXCITING PROGRAM!

REQUIREMENTS:
•Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2005 semester
•Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA •Must have excellent communication skills
•Must enroll in GUI 25 1 for credit or audit
Applications are available from your College Head, the Student Affairs Office,
or download from the Murray State Web site as a link from the Student Affairs site:
http://www. murraystate. edulsecsv/director. htm
Must be turned in to your College Head and must sign up for an interview time. Your College Head will conduct interviews from March 28 -April 8

PER WORD

For more information contact:

For more
information call

Paula Hulick @ 762-5344 or paula.hulick@murraystate.edu

762-4478

Mike Young @ 762-683 1 or mike.young@murraystate.edu

Or your College Head:
Clark - Steve Horwood @ 2802 or stevc.horwood@murraystate.cdu
Elizabeth- Bob Valentine@ 5487 or bob.valcntinc@murraystate.cdu
Springer - Franldin - Ken Bowman @ 6932 or kcnncth.bov.man@murraystate.edu
Hart - Ann Landini @; 2717 or ann.Iandini@murraystatc.edu
Hester - Gina Clayw·eJI ~l: 5486 or gina.claywell(a"murraystatc.edu
Regents - Squire Babcock @ 2105 or squire.babcock@murraystate.cdu
Richmond - Olinr Muscio @ 6597 or oliver.muscio@murraystatc.edu
White - Bonnie Higginson @ 3275 or bonnie.higginson@.:coc.murraystate.edu

The Murray State News
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Local helpers
give 3,000 boxes
to military

NCAA rates University's main concern
points per semester, one for
returning to school the follow·
The chief concern of Alexan- ing term and one for remaining
der and University officials is academically eligible.
academics as the NCAA
The team's total number of
released its Academic Progress points are then totaled and
'Rate for the first year with divided by the maximum
Murray State posting poor points possible. A percentage
marks.
is calculated and multiplied by
In all sports combined, the l,OOO to give a round number.
Racers posted a score of 911, 14 The 925 cutoff score equates to
points below the cutoff score a 50 percent graduation rate,
of 925 the NCAA set and 37 according to the NCAA.
points below the national DiviNCAA President Myles
sion I average.
Brand is using the subpar numMurray State's rankings in bers as warnings for universithe state and within the Ohio ties not meeting the requireValley Conference are two of ments. The recent results are
Alexander's additional con- from the 2003-04 school year
cerns.
and penalties will not be issued
''We're last in the OVC, and until two years of data can be
we're last in the state," he said. collected and averaged.
"If the fmancial penalties were
Murray State ranks below
to be doled out this year, then the NCAA average in both
37 percent, or 6-of-16 of our men's and women's basketball,
ilthletic programs would lose as well as football. The footscholarships and face athletic ball, baseball and track teams
sanctions."
posted three of the six failing
The scoring system is based $Cores of Division 1 teams in
on a 1,000 point scale. Players the state.
on <til teams can. earn two
"Those scores arc unaccept-

From Pagel

able," Allen Ward said. "We
will do what we can to bring
those scores up to a level
everyone can be proud of."
Interim Athletics Director
Bill Whitaker will carry out his
duties until Ward moves to
Murray.
"I'm honored to be here and I
can't wait to get to work,"
Ward said. "This is not about
Allen Ward, this is about Mur·
ray State."

From Pagel

• t1Dlvenlty of LoulsvDle:
~

• University ofKentucky:
954
• !altern Kentucky:

9'16

•Western~

967

• Morebead State:
913
• .MUI'l'IJ State;
911

Rkky Agostini I ht.• New'

Sgt. Jason Culver p laces the boxes
of cookies In the truck Tuesday.

At 4:30 p.m., the soldiers, reserves
and army recruiters arrived with a
Palletized Load System Transporta·
tion Truck from Nashvil le's 212th
Transport Unit. The 3,000 boxes
were packed into the large vehicle,
which can hold 165 tons. and transported to Fort Campbell.
Byard said the boxes would be sent
to troops in Iraq. Afghanistan and
other military stations overseas. He
said there would be approximately
one box for six soldiers to share.
Only non-chocolate cookies were
pledged and will be sent, Byard said,
because the military did not want to
run the risk of melted chocolate leaking out into the aircraft.
Said Byard: "I want to speak for all
services around the world that these
young ladies make us proud (that
they have) such an active love and
support."

7PULL

MEA~
WED. THRU TUES.
MARCH2-IJ

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • D ELI SANDWICHES

CJ\fUN SPECIALS · SALADS • SOUPS • BARBEQUE

...rnNELESS
CHICKEN BREASTS

BAGGED
LEG QUARTERS
(Sold In 10 lb box only · $12.80 eteh)

lndlvld\leHy Qulc;k Frozen Sklnleae
(Sold In 4 lb beg· 58.72 each)

'f68

wtlhc.nl

-

ENGLISH ROAST

FennAaltld

USDA Choice

.$r!
BLACK SEEDLESS
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MARKET IRIEAK

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

iii

97¢.
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Where: Paris, TN Recruiting Station
When: Mon - Fri 9a.m. • 7p.m.
Who: SGT JasonCulver 877-348-0801
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Opinion Editor: Elizabeth Cawe;-in
Phone: 762-4468

OPINION
Professors need freedont
OuR VIEW:

Issue:
A

UNIVERSITY

OF COLORADO

Should professors be able
to say what they want
in classes?

PROFESSOR'S
PAPER HAS

SPARKED
DISCUSSION ON

ACADEMIC

"Yes. we come to
college to learn
and it is another
way of gaining
an outside
perspective."

FREEDOM FOR
TENURED
PROFESSORS.

Position:
PROFESSORS
SHOULD BE

Stuart Gibson
graduats slud8nt Clarlcsvtlls.
Ind..

ABLE TO EXERCISE ACADEMIC
FREEDOM.

"Yes. it makes
class more
interesting."
Nathan Wdllams
IOphomora, Murray

"Yes, it sparks
good discussion
and class

participation."
Shameka Dial
lfllfihman, Tscoma, Wash

"No, I think they
should be carefu I
because what they
say could be
offensive.''
Natalie Veling
freshman, LDuisvillfl

Erin Cummins/lhe News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762·3175
www.thenews.org

Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762·68n

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762·4468

Elizabeth Caweln
Opinion Editor · 762-4468

Janet Robb
College Life Editor - 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Online Editor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor · 762-4468

Andrea Chapman
Visual Editor • 762-4468

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
The Murray State News strives to be the University community's source for information.
Our goal is to present that information In a fair
and unbiased manner and also prov1de a free
and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
leaming environment lor those students Interested In journalism or other llelds relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, Its
ed1tors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and edited by students and is an official publication of
Murray State University. The first copy of The
Murray State News Is free. Additional copies
are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
After University of Colorado
Professor Ward Churchill was
criticized for a paper in which
he compared Sept. 11 victims to
Nazis, his job security came
into question, sparking a discussion on academic freedom
for tenured professors.
Following the furor, Churchill
resigned as chairman of the
university's ethnic studies
department.
The university's Board of
Regents
is
investigating
whether the tenured professor
can be fired.
Academic freedom is an

important right for tenured
professors. They should be
allowed to write and discuss
what they choose in the confines of their classrooms, without fearing university action.
Ideas, theories and concepts ,
which are not typically acceptable topics of discussion in the
pub Lie forum are necessary
facets of a college education.
Professors need to be able to
talk about subject matter openly and frankly with students, no
matter the discipline.
Churchill is protected by
tenure, and if he is fired, it will
be a travesty to the education
system. Academic freedom is
not only a right of tenured professors, it is necessary to the
college experience.

•Your Opinic)n
Column stereotypes
conservative readers

readers to react to it? Well, they
did. I suggest in the future you
handle all comments and criti·
cisms with a little more maturity
and stop using your personal
columns as a way to get back at
anybody who didn't say something nice. Professional journalism includes the good and the
bad, so as long as you plan on
writing for the paper, expect
criticism and get over it.

I am writing in response to
Elizabeth Cawcin's column in
last week's edition of The Mur·
ray State News. First off, I'm a
conservative. Already, this puts
Cawein, and probably most of
the newspaper staff, against me.
Personally, I have nothing
against "The Vagina Monologues." I would have gone to it,
but I was being too much of a Rachel Barkley
p~rd studying for a test. If I had
freshman
gone, I probably would have Paducah
been shocked at walking through
a giant vagina. bpt that was 'Monologqes' piece
something to be expected when
attending an event of this nature. sophomoric, childish
1 directed the performance of
I also have nothing wrong with
the empowerment of women and "The Vagina Monologues."
their equality, what this play and Before The Murray State News
the Women's Center both strive came out Feb. 18, I only heard
to promote. Personally, I wasn't one complaint about the perforoffended by the cover of the mance, from a guy who declared
paper, but that doesn't mean I'm it filth and the fact that we were
not completely ashamed of the performing it proof Murray State
staff for putting "vagina" in huge is going downhill, and that's fine.
letters on the front. According to It just proved to me that I and
Cawein, this makes me an igno- the women in the cast were
rant, misinformed conservative. doing something worthwhile.
1 went to Mr. Gatti's last week, We're trying to open minds.
where there is a Murray State We're trying to create a world
News stand. l saw families there, where women are viewed as
some with small children. Chil- complex individuals instead of
dren who probably saw the word stereotypes. We're trying to ere"vagina,'' as the papers were ate a world where no woman has
to experience violence because
right next to the counter. ·
Here's an idea for your col- of her gender. If there are still
umn: Stop bashing conservatives people who see open, honest disand whining about how people cussion of female sexuality as
are going :tgainst your First filthy, then there's obviously
Amendment rights. Those rights more work to do. I'm glad I had
were established by our Found· thc chance to do my part.
ing Fathers so the government
Since the article was published,
could be criticized by the public, I've been confronted by people
not so you could use yellow jour- who have taken issue with the
nalism to shock readers and little way The News covered the
children at Mr. Gatti's and who event. As much as I appreciate
knows where else. Go ahead and the coverage, the headline
write something bad about me in seemed specifically constructed
next week's paper, since you lack to appeal to prurient interests.
the intelligence to find actual The title is "The Vagina Mono·
logucs," not "vagina." The way
news to write about.
The News chose to display the
word seemed akin to a child
Adam Moore
yelling dirty words on the playsophomore
ground. It didn't offend me, but I
Frankfort
did roll my eyes. And while I
hope everyone who attended got
Opinions of audience their
money's worth, the sexual
deserve same respect double-entendre in the headline
After reading The Murray trivialized the play's impact.
State News last week, I realized
Two weeks after the sold-out
about four pages were spent on event, no t:nie's talking about the
back and forth comments fact that we raised more than
regarding "The Vagina Mono· $2,000 for the Women's Center.
logues" controversy.
No one's saying anything about
I have one question for the the fact that we staged a play that
staff: Why not just respect what dealt openly and honestly with
your readers han to say? I real- all kinds of female sexuality
ize you make the paper, so criti- (including lesbianism and profescisms affect you personally, but sional sex work) right here in
as you go on preaching that you conservative Murray. All anyone
have to report the news, isn't it seems to talk about is the big
the same responsibility of the pink vagina on the cover of The
readers to have reactions? Isn't News. That disappoints me. I am
that your goal? Since ''The Vagi- the No. 1 fan of the First Amendna Monologues" was so news- ment, believe me. r appreciate
worthy, didn't you want your that journalists have the right to

to women, but it is considered
"tacky" to proudly display vagina
in bold print? Why have we
become a society that accepts
rape and degradation of the vagina, but refuses to properly honor
Katie Buffalo
it? Those who insist The Murray
junior
State News headline was upsetMurray
ting and offensive, it is you who
continue to silence the adoration
of women and promote the head·
Maturity of readers
line of assault instead of praise.
should be higher
I am incensed at the outrage
1 was in no way offended by you have shown in the face of
the front-page coverage of "The this simple word, and this fantasVagina Monologues." The article tic performance designed to eduwas well-written and the picture cate and inform has clearly been
was just that, a picture. I am sure lost on you. I fear American socithe good people of this world ety is packed with like-minded
have seen far worse on televi- souls. Your terror at merely readsion.
ing the word "vagina" is exactly
And as for having the word what fosters the promotion of a
vagina in bright pink letters - society that sees a woman
who cares? I thought I was assaulted or raped every three
attending a university that minutes. Your consistent refrain
enrolled mature individuals who of negativity toward a headline
had more important things to honoring the vagina reminds me
worry about, like academics, that those of us trying to educate
rather than a giant vagina on the society of the plight of victimizafront page of the newspaper.
tion have far to go.
· We're adults. Why don't you
The people who came together
save your comments for when to celebrate the vagina are fightsomeone prints an unflattering ing you who claim readership
story about African-American will decrease because of this
(or any minority) students and beautiful word being plastered
it makes the front page or when on the front page of our student
we don't make the paper at alL
newspaper. You fear offense of
When there is something posi- those students and parents who
tive to say about the minority attended Academic Excellence
students on this campus, it very and journalism events. I ask you
rarely makes the front page. Or again, why is the vagina offenhow about when a very crude sive? Should we not teach young
and unflattering cartoon about people that honoring the vagina
sororities (and women in gener- is okay? Should we not proudly
al) is printed (Page 8 of last Fri· state we are celebrating women
day's issue). That is something at Murray State?
to be offended about.
I applaud Brandi Townsend,
Elizabeth Cawein, the staff of
Robin Fernandez
The Murray State News, Murray
senior
Empowerment of Women and
Chattanooga
the cast, directors and producers
of "The Vagina Monologues."
It is you who allow those of us
News value of play
who've been silenced by society
not under scrutiny
the chance to break free from
Regardjng last week's staff edi- ignorance and degradation. It is
torial, "Reporting news first pri- you who open the door for a rape
ority," I'm not hearing much of survivor to see that her vagina
an argument against the news- isn't a damned place. It is you
worthiness of "The Vagina who I will stand next to when I
Monologues." My frustration as a am cursing this society who conmeqia professional is that some tinues to curse me.
of your staff seems unable to distinguish criticism for the way Melanie McCallon
you choose to report the story Study Abroad Coordinator
from your decision to report the Rape survivor
story. That's in important distinction, don't you think?
cover an event from any angle
they choose. I hope if''The Vagina Monologues" comes to Murray again, it will be covered in a
more mature way.

Mark Welch
Program Director, WKMS

Abuse OK on front,
empowerment not
Why is it acceptable to plaster
the words "rape," "abuse" and
"sexual assault" across a front
page headline - words representing actions that are offensive,
shame-inducing and demeaning

'
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OPINION

Cartoon strip defames sorority· women Ice cream
In My

Opinion

Jessica
Crockett
"GREEK ORGANIZATIONS
ATTEMPT
TO MOLD
TOMORROW'S
LEADERS BY
FORCING THEM
TO STRIVE TO
BE THEIR BEST
AND THEN,
EVEN BETTER."

Last Friday, like every
other Friday in my four
years at Murray, I sat down
and opened my copy of The
Murray State News. To say
the least, I was mortified.
Not by all the articles concerning "The Vagina Monologues," but by the comic
strip sHting innocently on
the bottom of Page 8.
It depicted a sorority
woman in an incredibly
comprom1srng
position.
After I picked my mouth off
the ground, I realized the
author of the comic is completely ignorant of what it is
like to be a sorority woman.
I decided it was necessary
for me to educate him and
others like him about
Greeks at Murray State.
Since Eugenia Tucker
founded the first sorority in
1851, sorority women have
strived for excellence in
academics, service and
decorum. The sororities at
Murray State are made up
of a plethora of honors students, cheerleaders, band

members, Kentucky Governor's Scholars. dancers, athletes, and, in general, overachievers. This is why our
Panhellenic has the highest
GPA of any other OVC
school and why one of our
sororities had 17 4.0s out of
88 women. I'll do the math
for you: 19.3 percent. lf that
is not an impressive
scholastic achievement, I do
not know what is. All of the
sororities demand academic
achievement from their
members, resulting in
Greek women having a
higher average GPA than
non-Greek women.
Sororities have also continually committed themselves to service, whether
for their national philanthropies or simply supporting Relay for Life or Big
Brothers/Big Sisters in
Murray. Our chapters raise
thousands of dollars each
year for philanthropies. In
fact, at least one of our
groups is the top fund-raiser
of all chapters nationwide.

Our women can constantly
be seen in t.he Curris Center
raising money by selling
hearts for the Ronald
McDonald House, raffle
tickets for Rock-A-Than,
tickets to Mr. MSU or entry
fees for Run for Robbie or a
dodgeball tournament.
We also pride ourselves
on being classy. Sorority
women traditionally have
been, and still are, expected
to act like ladies. We know
each act we commit reflects
on the organizations we
love and fight to protect
from those who might try to
shatter our image. Sorority
women are constantly in the
public eye, so their behavior
is under strict observation
at all times.
I am not asserting that
Greeks are in any way better than non-Greeks. Some
of the most active people I
know, including my roommate, are not in a fraternity
or sorority. Some of the
most intelligent people I
know are not Greek. How-

ever, I do not think it is a
coincidence that when you
walk into a Student Government Association, Student
Ambassador or Summer
Orientation meeting you are
surrounded by Greeks.
Studies show that out o{ the
50 largest North American
companies, 43 are headed
by Greeks and 85 percent of
Fortune 500 executives are
Greek. This is because
Greek
organizations
attempt to mold tomorrow's
leaders by forcing them to
strive to be their best and
then, even better.
Now maybe the next
comic strip about Greeks
will not be a pathetic
attempt to poke fun at
something the cartoonist
obviously knows nothing
about.

Jessica Crockett, senior from
Somerset, is the president of
the Panhellenic Council, the
governing body of sororities.
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Support critical for recovery from eating disorders
In My
Opinion

·Kate
Marks
"TillS MEANS
WARFARE

AGAINST
EATING
DISORDERS
AND THE
IGNORANCE
THAT
SURROUNDS

THEM."

Happy Eating Disorders
Awareness Week! This
week is dedicated to the
prevention and awareness
of a disease that affects
more than 11 percent of
Murray's campus alone.
Our classmates are battling a disorder that warps
reality, destroys relationships, erases their personality and consumes their life
until there is nothing left.
Fortunately, some people
are fighting this epidemic
through an online Web site
called something-fishy.org.
Something Fishy is a free,
24-hour support service for
anyone who has ever been
affected, directly or indirectly, by an eating disorder. The Web site maintains a focus on recovery
through forums, chat rooms
and links to reaJ-time help.
Now here is a ''not so
happy fact." Two weeks
ago, a diet-pill company
that distributes Phentermine (Adipex) logged on
under bogus accounts and

posted links to their weight
loss drugs. It took several
days for the admlnistrators
of the site to remove all of
the posts and stop the perpetrators.
The damage, however,
was already done. Hundreds of women and men
were exposed to the links.
These women and men
are suffering from a staggering mental illness that
has indescribable repercussions for their own life, and
for the people surrounding
them. They went to a safeplace, a haven of support to
try to fight off il cunning
and baffling disease. In the
midst of their pain, they
found the desire to fight
back and then were confronted with diet pill ads.
Stop and think about the
concept of assisting someone in a drawn out process
of death just to make
money, because that is
exactly what took place.
Imagine that a person has
finally decided to begin the

the homepage on the Murray State message boards,
the truth is waiting.
Ahh, the Internet.
A topic titled "a BJ wantIt is probably one of the ed" reads: "Any gi,rls with
greatest and most widely· perfect lips that can give •
used information sources in the perfect BJ answer this
the world. It can be espe~ post."
dally helpful if you are
In another topic titled
looking to learn more about "GAS (l,lrea.king Wind)," a
a university you are consid- user asked other forum
ering attending. The Mur- members for some advice.
ray Stat~
site .greets ''I have really bad gas. Have
users wtth bnght ptctures any suggestions?"
of ivy, bricks. gates and
One user suggested: "Tty
other collegiate-looking sticking a cork in your poop
things.
shoot. You'll either let go
But just a click away from and put someone's'' eye out

Murraystate.edu:
ultimate PR tool

horse's
mouth...

.,

long, arduous process of
recovery and someone is
standing in front of their
path stopping them. The
strong may have been able
to get over this hurdle, but
for many, this attempt to
make money cost them
relapse.
In fact, this company's
actions were no different
than giving a suicidal person a bullet. While they
would have to reach out for
the gun, or in this case buy
the pills, the result would
be the exact same: death.
Yes, yes, yes eating disorders are deadly. Given a
long enough time with
bulimia or anorexia, 100
percent of the cases will die
from starvation, heart failure, esophageal rupture or
other complications.
The Adipex company
obviously does not understand the concept of eating
disorders or respect. However, I trust that our student body does know what
these two important issues

We?

are about. To show that we
understand, we must fight
back.
This means warfare
against eating disorders
and the ignorance that surrounds them. We must take
away their opportunity for
business by saying that we
are OK with our bodies and
if we need to lose weight,
we won't be asking for their
help.
With this said, I know
nobody will be tearing
down the "Mirrorless Monday" coverings next year or
writing tasteless comments
on the stickers in bathroom
stalls. After all, this is no
different than what Adipex
has done.

Kate Marks is a sophomore
psychology major from Fisherville.

or explode in a firey ball of
methane gas. The choice is
yours!"
The author of the ·•BJ
wanted" PQSt then advised
a more practical approach:
"clean yourself out by getting .an enema."
ln a thread titled "Free
back rub," the author writes
nothing more than his email address.
A resp<_>nse from another
user suggests a meeting
time and informs the author
"I'll bring some friends.
We've been working on
writing projects all night,

mecca open
for worship
Tuesday, as snowflakes spun
around me on my way to class, I buttoned the last buttons on my heavy
winter coat, wrapped my scarf around
my neck and face and dreamt of the
treat anyone would be thinking of on
a day like that - Dairy Queen.
Who cares the
high on Tuesday
was
below
40
degrees? Who cares
it was snowing?
Who cares I couldn't feel my fingers or . ..l:."'"oo....
cheeks?
Not me, that's for
sure. Because March
1 is a Holy Day in the
religion
of Ice
Cream and All
Things Sweet, espe- Ula=JI[gUI.
dally in Murray.
Elizabeth
Oh sweet Blizzard, Cawein
joy of college students' desiring. March 1, oh hallowed
day of Dairy Queen, oh sweet day of
plentiful rejoicing on Main Street! We
must make the pilgrimage from the
residential college circle to your offpearly white, cracking facade to taste
of your goodness. You are ancient and
sacred and we are young and ready
for your teaching. Show us the ways
of the hot fudge sundae!
In my estimation, the months
between October and March during
which we are all cruelly forced to go
without the bountiful selection of our
DQ are comparable to Lent. In the
religion of Ice Cream and All Things
Sweet, we understand one can only
indulge for so many months in the
year before it is necessary to take a
break, a hiatus, a sabbatical, if you
will.
This time should be spent in reflective meditation on what DQ has done
for you personally in the past few
months. How many Blizzards have
brought you jo)i in times of sadness?
How many hot fudge sundaes have
made you smile on those long, testfilled days? How many dipped cones
have helped you make it through a
long night of cramming?
It is in this period of absence from
our source of joy we realize what it
truly means to know the greatness of
a frosty, creamy treat. This paipful
separation from DQgives us a greater
appreciation for it when it comes back
to deliver happiness to our hearts and
taste buds each March.
I urge you - no matter the temperature, no matter the height of the snow
outside your residential college, no
matter the layers of clothing you must
don, nor the length of the line in
which you must wait in agony- make
the trek to our glorious (and gloriously cheap) sanctuary of sweetness
as soon as possible.
Just think of the poor DQ employees, slaving away inside the walls of
our mecca. Think of their hands, sore
from writing out costs of Blizzards
and parfaits, and their minds, weak
from addition and multiplication. We
must give them reason to live. We
must offer a smile and a solemn
"thank you" to brighten their days.
We think we have it bad in our
months of hiatus, but think of the
employees, for DQ:s sake, think of the
high schoolers! What have they been
doing on Friday nights all this time?
Sitting in their rooms1 biding their
time until March. Just like us.
So go children,.go now and worship.
Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

and we're tense. See ya!''
If a good old fashioned
bac:k-rub booty call on the
University's official Web
site isn't something to smile
about, then what is?
Only one thing could be the sharing of dating wisdom. One poor Murray
State student asked: "How
do i go out with someone if
i am ugly as hell and i like
tliis really short girl who
lives in hart hall?"
He was advised to "rate
ur ugliness on a scale from
1 to 10 1 one being ass ugly
and 10 being' homely,"

He was then told to try
placing a sack over his head
or sending in a video tape
to Extreme Makeover.
It causes one to wonder
what prospective students'
parents think of the message boards. Maybe they
take comfort knowing their
freshmen will never be farther than a dick away from
great flatulence advice.
Seen something humorous,
confusing ar outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
mouth"
to
horse's
ecawein@thenews.org.
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Alumnus donation allows library renovations
place the book shelves on
tracks t hat could be
moved by the push of a
button when access was
needed, which would free
but to have (the needed up a vast amount of
funding) is just wonder- space.
ful," she said. "Now we
''(The compact shelvhave a budget, before we ing) would double the
just had dreams. We're in space we have," she said.
the process of drawing "Every place there is an
plans for renovation and aisle, we would put
getting estimates of another shelf. This would
prices now that we are so increase the space for
fortunate to be able to gro up study areas and
move forward."
more learning technology
Zaporozhetz said they like computers."
arc working with Dewey
Zaporozhetz said the
Yeatts, associate vice money will be used
president of Facilities exclusively
toward
Management, and archi- much-needed
renovatects at several different tions to the building.
companies with the hope None of the money will
of beginning by the fall.
go toward increasing the
Some of the planned · amount of books in the
renovations include com- library.
pact
shelving,
an
"We are seeking other
improved coffee station donors to increase the
and more learning tech- collection (of books),"
nology, such as comput- she said. "The building
ers, she said. The com- needs such basic things
pact shelving would like a new heating and

Second-largest gift
kicks off more changes
Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
cpond@thenews.org

Largely because of 1960
alumnus Arthur Bauernfeind's substantial donation, the University can
begin extensive renovations
to
Waterfield
Library this fall.
In Tuesday's Faculty
Senate meeting, Faculty
Regent Terry Strieter
said the donation was the
second-largest gift the
University has r:eceived.
A large portion of this
contribution will be used
for the library.
Laurene Zaporozhetz,
Dean
of University
Libraries, said she is
excited about the donation and renovations.
"It's one thing to have
plans and wish and hope,

ventilation system. When
people aren't comfortable
in the library, th~y are
not going to use it. We
need to build the building
first and then get things
to go in the building."
Zaporozhetz said once
the renovations are completed, the results will be
impressive.
"The building is going
to knock your socks off as
far as I can see from preliminary dravlings," she
said. "It will match the
rest of the architecture
on campus."
Zaporozhetz said she is
excited
about
the
response the library has
received from the renovations thus far.
"When I came here just
a year ago, the library
was empty," she said.
"No one was ever in here.
It's nice to see such an
immediate
reaction
already."
Chrissy Booth, Associate Director for Develop-

ment and Alumni Affairs,
said although the donation from Bauernfeind
was a large one, the
money for the renovations was provided from
a variety of sources.
"The donation from
(Bauernfeind) is not the
only source of money we
have," she said. "It is certainly a significant gift
but it is only a portion of
the total package to make
the president's vision a
reality. There are won·
derful things that are
happening because of all
the wonderful fundraising going on .... The package includes many private 0 ifts and state bonding as welL"
Booth said those at the
library will be raising
more money for the next
couple of years. A group
of students is set to begin
a fundraising effort next
week to raise money
specifically for increasing
the number of books.

Programs raise money to aid in tsunami relief effort
Stephanie Zeller
Staff Writer ·
,>zeller@thenews.org

A grand total of $5,159 has
been collected to aid the tsunami relief effort from events at
Murray State, and more pro·
grams are in the works.
Study Abroad Coordinator
Melanie McCallon said activi·
ties are planned this semester
to continue to raise money and
tell people about the disaster.
"Our goal is to keep the
awareness of the tsunami and
its devastation on the minds of
students, faculty and staff,"
McCallon said.
International organizations
on campus are planning bake
sales, raffles, international per·
formances and forums, as well
as other events.

The previous events, w hich
included dona tions, a silent
auction, a tsunami forum and
live auction, gr eatly contributed to the success of the
fund raising.
Money r a ised will benefit
Save the Children Indonesia,
the Thai Red Cross and aid
organizations in India.
McCallon organized the sile nt
auction that took place Jan. 24 28. More than 130 items were up
for bid, including a ho mecooked Thai dinner, decorated
Asian boxes and a Chi nese
s~roll. which jumped from $50
to !"160 within 30 minutes.
"It let us know how muc h
people really wanted t hese
items," McCallon said. "Also,
they didn't mind spending a little more because they knew it
went to tsunami relief."

The home-cooked Thai dinner a lso had high bids. Michael
Basile, director of the Institute
for International Studies, won
the meal fo r $76.
W isanu "A ik" Krutnogoen.
the liaison for international
relations in the Institute for
International Studies, and five
me mbers of the Thai Student
Association were in charge of
the dinner.
"The Basiles did not have to
do a nything," Krutnogocn said.
"W e did everything for them.'' •
On Feb. 18. Krutnogoen and
t he students set the table.
cooked a meal of Thai specialties, which included appetizers,
a main course and dessert, and
cleaned up the kitchen.
With these two high-bid
items, Melanic McCallon said,
the proceeds raised during the

There's
no

silent auction totaled $2,480.
Or!ginally, thl! total was $2,500,
but a few bidders never showed
up to claim their items.
The live auction, which
Krutnogocn coor dinated, raised
$845 with only 10 high-bid
items. The highest bid item
was a C.h inese chess set, which
went for $270.
Prior to the live auction, a
t sunami forum featuring fou r
speakers, each of whom presenred a different perspective
of the devastation, was held.
Krutnogoen said it was a "very
emotional discussion," and
approximately 50 students, faculty and staff attended.
Krutnogoen said: "I felt that
th e Murray State community
had paid attention to the forum,
not just the professors, but also
the students and staff."

What's your

Spring enrollment
stays consistent
in bad economy
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
rnstonejield@lhencws.org

Though spr ing enrollment numbers are down by almost 1,000 from
the fall semester, predictions show a
slight increase from last spring.
Assistant Vice President fnr Enroll·
ment Management Jim Vaughan said
spring enrollment is traditionally
lower than the fall numbers.
"Compared to two years ago at this
point, we're running dead even,''
Vaughan said of spring enrollment.
Last semester. 10,128 students were
enrolled. Vaughan said a projected
enrollment of9,322 students has been
given for this semester.
"Numbers won't be final until the
end of March," Vaughan said. "It
changes every day. (but) we've been
consistent."
A variety of causes lead to the historic decrease, he said. Students who
did not return for the spring semester
may have graduated, may not have
done well academically or may have
transferred.
Murray State's overall in-state population is up, Vaughan said. The
number of international students,
particularly graduate students, is
increasing.
"I am particularly pleased with
international enrollment," he said.
Vaughan said spring enrollment at
Mu rray State has increased since
2000 with the exception of one year.
T he University's enrollment is predicted to be 75 to 90 students higher
than this time last year, Vaughan said.
"The bottom line is we are forecasting a I percent increase," he said.
'We're in good shape."
Vaughan said Tracy Roberts,
research systems coordinator and
registrar, provided the enrollment
numbers.
U niversity President F. King
Alexander said spring enrollment
this year is the highest in Murray
State's history.
Said Alexander: "It's just steady,
which is what you want in a bad
economy."

scholarship~

Home
Like
PI ace
Now leasing at Murray Place!
Where will you be living this
fall? Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $2991

Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

J!l Murray Place

Find your scholarship opportunities
at our re-launched Scholarship Channel.

Visit www.thenews.org
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1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.3003
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Eating Disorders Awareness Week
Women's Center, organizations inform students
JanetRobb
College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Students may have had a
hard. time seeing themselves in the mirror Monday, thanks to the Women's
Center.
Mirrorless
Monday
kicked off a week full of
activities the Women's
Center sponsored for
National Eating Disorders
Awareness Week.
Holly Willson, coordinator of Mirrorlcss Monday
and senior from Dixon, said
the Women's Center had
between 12 and 15 campus
organizations cover mirrors
with paper and write positive affirmations on the
paper.
"The idea is when you
look in the mirror, what's
reflected back to you is not
a negative image but more
positive," she said.
Willson said people focus
on what is wrong with
themselves when they look
in the mirror and covering
the mirror prevents this.
"I think it helps promote a
better body image when
you're not so focused on
what's wrong with yourself," said Willson.
Jane Etheridge, director
of the Women's Center,
said each day would have a
theme.
"(Tuesday) is No Weigh
Tuesday,'' she said. "We've
asked people (to) sign a
declaration so they won't
use scales to determine
their worth as human
beings."
This encourages people
not to use numbers to

Ricky

Ago~tin/ llw New~

Spanish tapas were one of many dishes students could
sample for a $1 donation at the Global Tast e Test. The
event included dishes from 23 countries.
determine what the day is
going to be like, said
Etheridge.
International students
participated in the Global
Taste Test Wednesday by
preparing foods considered
healthy in their country for
people to try for a dollar
donation. There were also
food pyramids from several
countries to show the differences in what is considered healthy.
"(This) gives us a chance
to help people born and
raised in this area of the
country to realize it's not
the way everyone ln the
world eats," Etheridge said.
"What
is
considered
healthy·in our countrY may
not be considered healthy
in another country."
"I think it's real interesting," said Kathy Timmons,
visiting assistant professor
of dietetics and nutrition.
"I'm always interested in
tasting new healthy foods
from different countries

because I'm a dietitian and
nutrition professor."
Sometimes we think the
American way of eating is
the only health}' way but we
can learn many things from
different countries' foods,
she said.
The Eighth' Annual "Love
Your Body" Fair was held
Thursday. Businesses and
campus organizations set
up booths to promote
healthy living and provided
services like massages, free
medical screenings and
activities.
Amanda Stone, coordinator of the fair, said there
were a total of 34 booths,
which is 10 more than last
year.
"We have a lot of businesses around the community, some student classes
that are participating and a
few individual people who
have decided to set up
booths," said Stone, junior
from Henderson.
.
It is a day of fun for peo-

pie to be stress free and
stop worrying about body
image, Stone said.
"(We) want to show how
to make better decisions
about their health and more
positive choices," Stone
said. "I hope they feel better
about themselves and not
worry
about
outside
appearances and look inside
themselves and value that."
Rachel Leneave, senior
from Padcuah, said· she
came to the fair for the free
massage and to check out
some of the booths.
Abby Miller, sophomore
from Mt. Vernon, Ill., said
the video a the "Behind
Closed Doors" booth discussed how the media
makes everyone look perfect.
"It's important for girls
because they watch TV and
read magizines,'' she said.
"So they think this is the
perfect (body) image."
Today the events wrap up
with "Canines in Front of
Carr" at Carr Health. The
program uses pet therapy
dogs to show a different
perspective on how we
treat ourselves in comparison to our pets:
"What if your pet had an
eating d isorder?" Kate
Marks, "Canines in Front of
Carr" coordinator, said.
"How is it different if you or
your friend had a disorder?"
Marks, sophomore from
Louisville, said it's easier ro
see a problem if it is not put
to one's own self.
"I really hope to spread
the word about what eating
disorders are,'' Marks said.
"Thls is a serious issue, and
I want everyone to see this."

Erin

Ricky Agostini 1he New~

Andiea Bradley, junior fiom Steeleville, Dl., prep ares
a sample of a Spanish rice dish at the Global Taste
Test Wednesday.

News

Adam Spey, junior from Mississippi, walks through
"Room with a View."

Michael Mclaurine/The News

Jerry Price, freshman from Owensboro, reads a sign
on, a mirror in Faculty Hall on Mirrorless Monday.
The sign says "Love yourself as well as others.,

THE

Erin CumminsiTht.'

Josh Jones, sophomore from Memphis, creates a collage of positive inages and phrases.

1\'C'w~

Mykeia Thomas, junior from St. Louis, receives a
massage from Misty Smith, freshman from T roy,
Tenn., at the Sun Touch Massage booth.

QUAD SQUAD by Robert Duckett
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This Week
Men 's Tennis
2:30 p.m., MSU vs.
Southern
Illinois
University, Bennie
Tennis
Purcell
Courts

• Saturday
Boxes and W ails
6 p.m., an emotional,
interactive approach
to diversity education, Third floor
Curris Center

Stephanie Salmons

• Sunday

• Monday
Golf T ournament
9 a.m., Lady Racers
Classic, sponsored
by the MSU Women's Golf team.
Miller Golf Course

• Thesday
CAB Meeting
4:30 p.m.. weekly
meeting open to the
general public, Ohio
Room, Curris Center

• Wednesday
Concert
8 p.m., MSU Sym·

Lecture

"Historically. the image that
young girls have been given is
ssalmons@thenews.org
this Barbie doll whose figure is
just anatomically not possible
The sisters of Zeta Phi Beta to achieve," Ganster said.
Sorority, Inc. hosted Finer
Barbie's impact on young
Womanhood Week on campus. girls was not the only topic disProceeds from events will go to cussed in the lecture, but also
the March of Dimes.
trends throughout history that
Nisha Ganster. senior from were once considered the epitHopkinsville and president of ome of beauty. Corsets, popuZeta Phi Beta, said the sorority lar in the 19th and early 20th
offered programs this week centuries. foot binding, a poputhat benefit women and raise lar status symbol in China for
awareness about women's centuries, and even collagen lip
issues.
injections, popular in HollyOne of the programs Zeta Phi wood today, were among other
Beta participated in was "Mir- "beauty" styles discussed durrorless Monday," sponsored by ing Tuesday's lecture.
the Women's Center.
Along with the lecture and
"We go into a building and "Mirrorless Monday," Ganster
cover all the mirrors and write said Zeta Phi Beta also set up a
positive messages for women table in the Curris Center
and men to look at instead of Wednesday to offer informalooking
at
themselves," tion about breast cancer awareGanster said.
ness.
The sorority sponsored a lecThe sisters sponsored a proture called "Empowering Your- gram called "Get Lucky With
self: Living Outside the Plastic Zeta" Thursday.
Barbie Doll" Tuesday night.
"Thursday night, our bingo
Ganster said the speaker night, the money (went) pritalked about the cultural con- marily for premature babies,"
text of Barbie and how the doll Ganster said.
has affected girls and their perShe said a portion of the proception of the history of beau- ceeds from this event will go to
ty.
one of the sorority's national
Staff Writer

In ter c o ll eg i ate
Horse Show
9 a.m., free admission, for more information .call 762-3126,
Expo Center

• Thursday

M arch 4, 200S

Sorority holds eVents
for 'Finer Womanhood'

• Friday

phonic Band, free
admission, Lovett
Auditorium

The Murray State News

Erin Cumnllns/7 he News

Jennifer Pryor, sop homore from Louisville, sp eaks
at the 'Empowering Yourself: Living Outside the
Plastic Barbie Doll' lecture Tuesday.

7 p.m., F. W. de Klerk
lecture, "Bridging
the Gap: Globalization Without Isolation," tickets available in the SGA
office or call 762- Tyler Moore
6951, Lovett Audito- Staff Writer
rium
tmoore@thencws.org

philanthropies, The March of
Dimes.
"Sororities and other organizations, they have to do community service, promote their
organization, get themselves
out there, do something for the
community," Ganster said.
"We're not as much a social
organization as we are a business organization and we do
try to give back to the community. It's our national principles
that we do this."
Laneir Sprague, 'senior from
Hopkinsville and vice president of Zeta Phi Beta, said she
expected more people to
attend the events but was generally pleased with the people
who came.
"I think it could have been a
success if more people (had)
taken the time to attend our
events, but it has been a success for the members of the
sorority," Sprague said.
Venishia McGregor, senior
from Paducah and secretary of
Zeta Phi Beta, said she considered the week a success.
Said McGregor: "The goal
this week (was) to show that
we do more in the community
and have students be aware of
what's going on around them."

MSU raises money 'til Dawn'

• March 11
Play
7 p.m., "The Laramie
Project," MATURE
AUDIENCES ONLY.
free with Racercard,
$10 for adults, $8 for
faculty and staff,
310B Wilson Hall

• March12
Miss Murray Stat e
International
7:30 p.m., $10 general
admission, proceeds
will go to a scholarship and Tsunami
Relief Funds, Lovett
Auditorium

Staying up uflSil dawn on
the weekends, or during the
week for that matter, is not a
new concept for college students. But many Murray State
students I stayed "Up Til
Dawn" Friday to raise money
for St. Jude's Research Hospital in Memphis.
The Residential College
Association sponsored the
event held in the Regional
Special Events Center from 9
p.m. to 5 a.m.
"It was a fun time to get
together and play together all
the while raising money for a
good cause.'' Jessica Linen-

felser, RCA President and
senior from Highland, Ill.,
said.
Activities like a three-onthree basketball tournament,
dancing and speeches were
held at the event.
"Three young cancer survivors and their parents came
to speak to us.'' Linenfelser
said. "It was really neat to
hear about the battles and
tribulations that they have
had to go through throughout
their ordeal."
The event was open to all
clubs and organizations on
campus including fraternities,
sororities and residential colleges. Theses organizations
raised money in many ways.
''We bad a great crowd and

Tanntng & Storage Aental

labp~~,}

~=:sa::;:

Formal Wear, Limousines and Vans

Hours

Weddings, Proms, Banquets, Birthdays & Anni11ersarirs
Toll Free Nationwide
1·888·9LUXlJRY

Fri. &- Sat.
8 a.m. - 9 P.m.

1-888-FOR MRJS

www.mrjsladyjs.com

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

Mon. ·1lu's.
8 a.m. · 10 P.m.

304 Main St. • Murray • 759-5000
1-888·367-6757

Michael Mcli'lurine/ I fw News

Alpha Omicron Pi registers for ' Up Ttl Dawn' Friday.
enced the event for the first
time Friday.
"I heard from many people
that 'Up Til Dawn' was so
much fun and that it was also
an excellent way to help children," Danna Valleroy, junior
from Ellis Grove, Ill., said.

Valleroy said the event was
better than she had expected.
"It was really awesome
hearing from some of the
people from St. Judes," she
said. "We got to see firsthand
exactly where the money that
we raised was going."

~ON B~&C:H 'fbe 'Wild 'Rgspberry

COMPLETE FORMAL W EAR H EAD
~·
~ QUARTERS
~~

~ Jll d~

it was a fun and enjoyable
event and at the same time
completely rewarding," said
Linenfelser.
Although having fun was a
major goal of Up 'Til Dawn,
students enjoyed simply raising money for St. Judes.
..1 love to ,.¥olunteer ..and
raise money for good causes,
especially for children's causes," Chantel Draves, junior
from Chester Ill, said.
This was Draves' third year
participating and she would
gladly do it again, she said.
"I love it and wish that l
could participate even when I
am out of college," Draves
said.
Although students participate every year, some experi-

································~

Come check out our new lines of
scrapbooking & gifts arriving daily. Be sure
to be one of the first 15 to sign up
for our all day crop March 5th!
~································~

4 16 Main Street 753-0859

CloledSundw

1·888·958·9879

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget- Custom Installation

Spring Break!
Oil Lube Filter $10.95

Get ready tor

We'l take you to class and come back and
pick you up. Bob honors all extended after
market warranty service plana.
Just brtna them In, and we'll take care of lt.
We work on all mak es and m odels
of cars and trucks!
We also provide FREE safety

..JLALIXJ

Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St. -Next Door to Wendy's
Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Phone: 270-753-0113

~ours:

Inspections!
Come by and let Bob take care of
a ll your needs!
• En&ine Leaks
• Dirty Fluid From Transaxle
• Anti Freeze & Radiator Needs
Flushing Every 12,000 m iles!

Want better fuel mileage?
Get your fuel system Injectors cleaned

JL

A»Y..ILPINE

t~

save money on psi

Brandon [!J[IJ ~

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick

1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray • 75 3 -5315 or 800-455-5315
www.brandonautoworld.com

~~G~
1SJN::&
'"''0 •

Massage Cen t:er
''Where everyone deserves a one hour vacation."

The place where MSU students and faculty are treated special.
Call today for your discount on a one ·hour full body

massage.

1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murra

Call for an appointment
270-767-0045
866-505-0045
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Murray course teaches students the art of filmmaking
Phillip Dishon
Assistant College Life Editor
pdishon@thencws.org

Lights! Camera! Action!
Most students would
expect to hear this phrase
on the set of a Hollywood
movie, not in a classroom at
Murray State.
Unbeknownst to many.
students have had the
chance to learn and experience the art of fllmmaking
as part of their curriculum
for the past 32 years via the
introduction to cinematography course.
Art professor Michael
Johnson has taught the
course since it was introduced in 1973. He said his
own appreciation for film as
an art form began when he
was in college studying
photography.
"I studied ftlm while 1 was
in graduate school." Johnson said. "I also made films

art by Chia-llung Chang/J he New'

while I was in graduate
school."
Students taking intmduction to cinematography arc
required to work on group

projects with their classmates and come up with
three story ideas for an individual film project.
··<The students) are told

in the beginning of the
semester that they need to
come up with three unique
(film ideas)," Johnson said.
''Each student is responsible
to produce their own film."
He said, as a class, the students help each other
decide which .o f the ideas is
the best and most doable.
Then the students turn their
ideas into reality.
The class also examines
works of some of history's
most influential directors.
"It's a production class.
but I also show (foreign
films)," Johnson said.
This semester, students
watched Akira Kurosawa's
samurai film "Rashomon,"
German director Fritz
Lang's futuristic silent fllm
"Metropolis" and Italian
director Federico Fellini's

them are baffled (by the
Although the course is
films)."
dassified as an art elective,
He said the purpose it is not limited to art
behind showing these films majors.
is to expose students to difJohnson said his average
ferent cultures and styles of class runs between to and 15
filmmaking while also let- people from numerous acating them watch some well- demic fields.
made movies.
"Mixing (students of difJarrod Hurst. senior from ferent backgrounds) is realElizabethtown, signed up ly good for a class," he said.
for the class this semester "It makes it much more
because of his interest in dynamic."
making movies as a profesIn the past, the collected
sion.
works members of the class
"I am a big movie fan," produced were shown to
Hurst said. "(The class) has the student body in a film
been a good experience so festival. Johnson said he
far."
hopes to continue this tradiTrey Tackett, senior from tion near the end of this
Benton, also joined the class semester.
"(The projects students
because of his interest in
learning about film.
make) are extraordinarily
"I've thoroughly enjoyed sophisticated, considering
the class," Tackett said. "It we aren't a fll..m school,"
''81/2."
has been one of the most Johnson said. "Even though
"Some of (the students) fun classes I've ever had. I it's not really in a film
really get into them," John- wished I'd known about it department, it is still
son said. "An~ some of sooner."
incredible."

--------This Week in Entertainment ~-----• Albums

• Songs

• Box Office

L Genius Loves Company

Ray Charles
2. American Idiot
Green Day
3. The Documentary
The Game
4. Grammy NomJnees
Various artists
S. Confessions
Usher

Diary of a Mad Black
Woman

I.

1. Honeymoon
James Patterson and Howard
50 Cent featuring Olivia
Roughan
2.
Shark
Tale
(pan
and
Boulevard
of
Broken
2.
scan)
2. The Broker
Dreams

I. Candy Shop

2. Hitch

Green Day
3. Let Me :Love You
Mario
4. HowWeDo
Tlw Game featuring SO Cent
S. 1, 2 Step
Ciara featuring Missy Elliott

3. Constantine
4. Cursed

S. Man of the House

Source: Rillboard .rom

• Books

• DVD
L Shark Tale (widescreen)

Sourw: moVII''i/nytim~s.com

Sourct>: Billboard.corn

Tuesday

Wednesday

MARTINI
MADNESS
1/2 Price Martinis

$1.50 MARGARITAS
From 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

MILLER NIGHT
Bucket of Beer

CHICAGO s ri':YLE
PIZZA

9 p.m. - close

~

;.. -("·

when you buy any
large combo or large drink.

~Hardee's.
C2005 Hardee's Food

S~tems,

Inc.

nadonaleatingdlsorders.org

The National Eating Disorders Association works to
John Grisham
spread information about
3. The Notebook
3. The Da Vinci Code
eating disorders and proDan Brown
motes treatment for those
4.Ray
4. The Five People You affected by it. Educators
Meet in Heaven
can buy items such as
S. Mulan 2
Mitch Alborn
videos.
books and promoS. Survivor in Death
tional
tools
from the NEDA
).D. Robb
store to educate about eatSource: Billhoard.com
Source: ny·times.com ing disorders.

Monday

75¢ BUD BEER

• Website

6 Miller Lite Long Necks

$10

Thursday
OYSTER NIGHT
50¢ Oysters on the
Halfshell
4 p.m.- 10 p.m.

Now you
don't have
to get dressed
to get your
news!
Everything In our
newspaper and more is
iust a click away at:

thene11Ws.org
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by Michael Mclaurinel The News

Megumu Kanda, Toyama University student from Toyama, Japan, shows Tim
Velotta, junior from Owensboro, how to make an origami box.

Japanese students study
English language, culture
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
efields@thenews.org

Most who have studied a
foreign language believe the
best way to learn the language is to be submerged in
it. The English as a Second
Language
program
is
designed for international
students to do just that.
Twenty-seven Japanese
students from Toyama University, located in Toyama,
Japan, and Tenri University, located in Tenri, Japan,
are staying in Murray for 30
days to learn firsthand
about the English language
and American culture.
During their stay, Bonnie
Higginson, college head of
White College and professor of early childhood and

elementary
education,
invited the students to
spend an evening mingling
with other Murray State
students and offer a glimpse
of the traditional }apnese
art of folding paper called
origami.
"I like to do international
programs because I feel that
if American students can
understand the different
cultures, they can help the
international students feel
more at home," Higginson
said.
At this particular program, the Japanese students
offered a lesson in origami
and American students
shared one of their traditional desserts:· apple pie
alamode.
Both the Japanese and
American students said

they learned from each
other and enjoyed sharing
cultures.
Tiffany Elam, sophomore
from Bellbrook, Ohio and
White College resident,
participated in the program. Joseph Payne, sophomore from Philpot, and Noriko Omoi,
"I work the front desk, dent from Fukui, Japan, each fold paper to make cranes.
and saw all of them come in
and how excited they go to another country, get
His biggest problem is
While there, she lived
seemed to be and thought it up to go to class every day that his host fami ly speaks with a host family, but in
would be nice to meet them and have to learn the lan- quickly and he finds it diffi- Murray she is living with a
cult to comprehend what roommate in White Coland make them feel more guage so quickly.
comfortable,'' Elam said.
Masashi
Matsunaga, they are saying.
lege.
Elam and other Murray sophomore from Tenri UniJapanese students are
"Both arc good,'' she said.
State students were taught . versity, is staying with a staying with local families "If I have a family, it's like a
how to make basic origami family in Murray and said and with other students in real family, and, if 1 have a
figures.
he is enjoying his host fami- White College as they learn roommate, it is just a fun
"1 made an airplane and a ly and the Murray State about everyday scenarios friend."
bud,butittooklongerthan campus.
outside of the classroom.
The Japanese students
I thought it would," she
"People are so kind (at
This is Naoko Sugagada's, arrived on Feb. 20 and will
said. "I thought it would be Murray State), but I have to from Toyama University, stay for 30 days. In addition
easy, but it's not."
learn much more to com- second trip to America. Her to attending classes. they
Elam said she thought it municate better," Matsuna- first visit was a 30-day peri- will have a chance to travel
would be bard for anyone to ga said.
to St. Louis to sightsee.
od in San Francisco.

TTING EDGE
Buy one month unlimited tanning
and get one month half price!
Look for our lotion ant:J product
specials!
Shampoo, Cut, and Style
$24
811 N . 12th St.# A • Murray, KY
MSU Student Discount

759-3343

Extended Tanning Hours

SEVEN
INCREDIBLE SEMINARS
'
Paris: Convention Center, Near the Hampton Inn
Friday & Saturday March I I & 12

Murray State University
Freed Curd Auditorium
5:00pm • Tuesday • March 8 • 2005
Recruiting fo r Walt Disney Worlcfl1 Resort, FL
PRESENTATION ATTENDANCE IS R£0UIREO I PREPARE ONLINE AT

disneycollege.p rogram.com

Friday, 7 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Saturday, I p.m., 2:30 and 3:30 p.m. Saturday Night, 7 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Adults or Children: Only $2 Each Day - Covers ALL Seminars

Tickets Available Now At:
Murray - New Life Christian Books • Lighthouse Christian Books
Paris - Promise Land Christian Books • Ace's Pizza

(731) 336-0508
Gospel/Bluegrass Music - 6 p.m. Fri./Sat. Night, Noon Sat. Afternoon
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SPORTS

Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenheard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittany Renfro

Phone: 762-HSl

Loss in tourney
does not mean
an Lfor season
The look on his face told the whole
story.
It looked as if Mick bad just pulled
off his apron and clocked out after
another night shift at the Log Cabin.
Imagine being in class, getting a
test back you thought you did well on
and then looking at it to see you
failed. It was almost as if the men's
basketball team went 11-17 instead of
17-11.
Everyone is going to talk about
how we were supposed to win the
conference regular season title this
year and how great we were going to
be. Some of the spoiled fans are turning their collective backs on the
team, only to show up cheering next
November.
What most people will not talk
about is how Mick performed a yeoman's job this
year. He lost nine
. seniors from a
year ago, including all of his
starters.
Only
Spoon, who is a
sophomore, had
quality minutes
from last year's
conference tournament championship team.
Then he lost a
Nathan
lOth player when Cllnken~eard
Adam Chiles was
Sports EdJtor
dismissed from the team just a few
weeks into practice. Chiles was
Cronin's lone senior, and now all of a
sudden, Spoon was considered a veteran.
Cronin's job was to take a completely new team, teach them, mold
them and make them winners. In
Murray, maybe the expectations
were too high, but Mick was not
going to make excuses. He was going
to make them win.
Most players l'llight have bought
into the system, but maybe some did
not. It's considered easy to coach a
team with all the grit and determination from seasoned veterans like last
year's team.
Mick essentially graduated one kid
only to learn he was about to have a
baby. He didn't win the Coach of the
Year award in the conference (Tech's
Mike Sutton did), but he should have.
Tech had two seniors and several
experienced juniors, Eastern Kentucky had three seniors and Samford
had four.
Our coach took a team with less
than a handful of players with Division I and OVC basketball experience
and made. them contenders until the
last week of conference play. Expectations aside, I'd say we should be
proud of what our team accomplished, even if we at Murray State
are spoiled basketball fans.
Sitting in the press conference after
the tournament loss, you could see
the drained look on his face from
days and hours and weeks and
months spent trying to mature our
Racers as fast as possible. It was the
same exhausted look parents get raising a baby.
The trouble for Cronin was his
baby did not become an adult
overnight.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

photos by Ricky Agostin/The News

Dunker falls to the court during Southeast Missouri State's 30-second timeout with 13 seconds left and the Racers down 61-S~.

First-round exit first since 1987
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

A year after an Ohio Valley
Conference tournament victory
and an NCAA Tournament
appearance, expectati0ns were
s~ high for the Racers despite
losing nine seniors.
The rich tradition of basketball
at Murray State has led to annual
expectations of winning every
game and earning a berth in the
NCAA tournament, However,
things do not always end as
desired.
The Racers lost Tuesday in the
first round of the OVC tournament to Southeast Missouri State
University. The loss marks the
first time Murray State has lost a
first-round home game in the
OVC tournament since 1987.
SEMO had a clear experience
advantage compared to the Racers and used that to balance Murray State's home-court advantage. SEMO has five seniors on
their roster, four of them who
received playing time.
The foursome of Reggie Golson, Dainmon Gonner, Mike
Nelke and Derek Winans combined for 22 of the Redhawks' 24
field goals.
"Our guys have to understand

Sophomore guard Trey Pearson tries to drive past SEMO's forward Dainmon Gonner. Pearson scored nine points in the loss.
we were up against a team with
four seniors who wouldn't play
another game at this level if they
lost tonight," Murray State Head
Coach Mick Cronin said.
The game was close throughout much of the first half until
SEMO made an ll-2 run taking a
nine-point halftime lead. Golson
scored 19 of his game-high 21

points in the first half. He also
finished the game with 11
rebounds.
Once the Racers took the lead
on a layup by sophomore Shawn
Witherspoon with 13 minutes left
in the game, it was a back and
forth battle between the teams.
After two big Nelke threepointers, the Redhawks went up

by five with less than two minutes to play. The Racers cut the
lead to three with five seconds
left and had a chance to tie, but
Witherspoon's
three-point
attempt did not fall.
SEMO Head Coach Gary Garner believed the Redhawks had
to keep the game low-scoring to
have a chance to win.
"We knew if we kept the game
in the high 50s to low 60s, we had
a good chance to will.'' Garner
said. ''To come into Murray and
win twice in the same season.
that's big for us.''
Witherspoon led the Racers
with 15 points. Junior Keith jennifer scored 10 points. grabbed
eight rebounds and had six
assists.
Cronin believes the . Racers'
inability to follow the game plan
led to the loss.
"Our whole game plan was to
stop Golson and he goes 8-for-9
for 19 points in the first-half,"
Cronin said. "In a dog fight, it
comes down to who hits shots.
We missed ours, they hit theirs.''
SEMO advances to the semifinals of the OVC tournament
and plays Eastern Kentucky at
the Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville Friday. T he
championship game is at 3 p.m.
Saturday.

Track team steps in right direction at OVC
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengge@thenews.org

After a tumultuous off
season that included
threats of canceling the
program, the Murray
State men and women's
track teams competed at
the O'Reilly Ohio Valley
Conference Indoor Track
& Field Championships,
held Friday and Saturday
at Eastern Illinois.
The women's team tied
for seventh with 23
points, while the men's

team placed seventh with
three points.
Head Coach Derek
.Chavis was optimistic
about his team's performance at the OVC Championships.
" I think we did pretty
well," Chavis said. "We
had good performances
from people like Jamie
Nurnberger
and
Dominique
Robinson.
Lauren Wilson did great
with a personal record in
the mile. Across the
board, it was a good performance.

The rebuilding process,
which began this year
under new Head Coach
Dercck Chavis, has faced
a number of stumbling
blocks because of the
absence of scholarship
athletes and several members of last year's team
either quitting or transferring.
Even though the performance this past weekend
was less than the high
expectations
set
by
Chavis and the team, they
see this as just another
step along the '.vay to

regaining the prominence men's team with a sixththey once enjoyed in the place finish in the 35Ohio VaHey Conference.
pound weight throw and
Nurnberger placed sec- 11th in the shot put.
ond in the 20-pound . The outdoor season
weight throw and seventh begins for the Racers later
in the shot put. Jamie is this month as they open
also one of the captains competition on March 26
for the women's team.
at Southern Illinois UniFreshman Dominique versity in Carbondale, Ill.
Robinson also had a
·•we just need to mainstrong showing with a tain the hard work we
fourth-place finish in the have been putting in,"
shot put. Lauren Wilson Chavis said. "If we keep
led the runners, finishing supporting each other
fifth in the mile with a and working hard. it
time of 5:13.44.
should be a successful
Chris Champion led the outdoor season."

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Kings at Heat
Saturday: ESPN @ 11 a.m.
NCAA Basketball
Louisville at DePaul

Saturday: ABC @ 7 p.m.
Saturday Night at the Movies
Jerry Maguire
Sunday: CBS @ 1 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
Kentucky at Florida

Murray State Events
Saturday: Baseball @ 11 a.m.
Reagan Field
Wright St. at Murray St.
Saturday: Tennis @ 1 p.m.
Paducah
Southern Indiana at Murray St.

Sunday: Tennis @ 10 a.m.
Paducah
Miami (Ohio) at Murray St.
Sunday: Baseball @ noon
Reagan Field
Wright St. at Murray St.

~----·----~~---~-w~----~~~~~~~~-~1we~e~----~M---------·or~----------------------------------------~~-~.-------~-~~
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EKU overpowers Racers in 94-69 loss
Staff Report
The women's basketball team faced a difficult
task as it took on top-seed
Eastern Kentucky in the
first round of the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament Thursday.
Despite shooting more
than 60 percent in the
first half and putting
together a 10-2 run to pull
within six points, the
home-team
Colonels
defeated the Racers 9469.
The youth of Murray
State and the tenacity
with which EKU played
defense limited the Racers in the second half to
just 31 percent shooting
and saw the heavily
favored Colonels pull
away for good.
Eastern will play Jacksonville State in the tournament semifinals whereas for the Racers, the season is over.
Freshman guard Alaina
Lee, who poured in a season-high 23 points on 9fo r-14 shooting, led the
Racers.
Senior guard Rebecca
Remington, who has been
the team leader all season, finished out her
Murray State career with
nine points to go with
three assists and two
steals.
Eastern
Kentucky
jumped out to a quick
lead, scoring the first
seven points of the game,
and pushed out to a 14point lead, 40-26, with 5
minutes and 23 seconds
left in the half.
Murray State responded with a 10-2 run to
bring themselves back
into the game. Lee led the
surge with a tip-in basket,
followed by freshman
guard Francheska Fore-

Ritky Agostin/1 he News

Freshman guard from Hopkinsville Shaleea Petty attempts to shoot over a
player from T ennessee T ech. T he Racers lost Tuesday to Eastern Kentucky
University in the first-round of the OVC tournament 94-69.
man's three-point basket.
Despite the Racer's
comeback effort by the
Racers to dose within
striking distance by halftime, the Colonels (21-7)

were just too much on its
home court.
T he
Racers
were
outscored 39-28 in the
second half as the women
did not hit a field goal

untill6:08 left in the half.
The Eastern Kentucky
Colonels pushed the lead
out to as many as 31
points with 7:13 left in the
game and settled with the

final margin of 25.
Miranda Eckerle with
her game-high 27 points
and 15 rebounds led Eastern. Guard Candis Cook
added 13 points and 10
rebounds to six assists.
T he defense for the
Colonels was the difference, as they shut down
the Murray State offense
and bolstered a 14 point
halftime lead. Freethrows
also were lo psided as
EKU made 13 of 15 from
the stripe, compared to
Murray's two of six.
Junior forward Jessie
Hirsch added 12 points
and a co-team-high three
rebounds and two steals,
while freshman guard
Shaleea Petty put in 11
points to go with a coteam-high three assists
and two steals.
The silver lining fo llowing a 9-19 season for
the Racers has to be the
performance of their
young players.
With
contr ibutions
from freshmen Alaina
Lee. Francheska Foreman
and Shaleea Petty, the
future for the Murray
State women's program
seems bright, even if the
latest outcome wasn't.
"We started off by digging ourselves into a
hole, and then had to
build the confidence to
get back into the game,"
Petty said. "We had a
game plan, but we just
didn't follow it. We didn't
play as hard as we needed
to. I think with the people
we have coming back
next season we will have
the talent to compete, we
just need to work hard
and have the heart to do
it."
Head Coac:hJpj_J':elt~
was out of town and
could not be reached for
comment.

.Loss to Alabama makes third of season
Brittany Renfro

Alabama in non-conference play.
At No. 1 doubles, sophomores
br~nfro@thenews.org
Anna and Rachael l.ask lost 8-1 to
Ashley Bentley and Robin
With its third loss of the sea- Stephenson.
son, the women's tennis team
Senior Jennifer Ward and
lost 6-1 to the University of sophomore Casady Pruitt lost at
No. 2 doubles 8-5, and senior
Alabama Monday.
Alabama (4-4), which is ranked Jaclyn Leeper and Whitney
34th in the nation, opened the Robards were defeated at the No.
games by winning all three dou- 3 doubles 8-4.
Five of the six singles matches
bles matches.
Connie Keasling, head coach, were won by Alabama. In the
said the high caliber competition Racers' only win. sophomore
Rachael Lask defeated Andrea
raises the team's athleticism.
"Our players are competitive Brenes 6-1. 6-4 in the No. 4 sinand we love the challenge," gles competition.
''Rachael and her competitor
Keasling said. "We play big
schools to help our game reach a were a good matchup." Keasling
higher level."
said. ''She took advantage, was
The Racers have played Ole ready and played outstanding in
Miss University, Iowa State Uni- the only won point against
versity, the University of Mis- Alabama."
souri and now the University of
Rachael Lask said she stayed
Assistant Sports Editor

mentally tough throughout the
match.
"I knew Alabama was a great
team, so I have to raise the level
of the game and stay mentally
tough," Rachael Lask said. "J got
an early lead, which set the
momentum for the match and
took me to the win."
In No. 1 singles, Anna Lask
took on Stephenson, who is
ranked sixth in the nation.
Stephenson defeated Lask 6-1,6-1
in both matches.
Senior Jaclyn Leeper lost at
No. 2 singles 6-0. 6-2 to Alabama's Bentley. Bentley 06·4) has
won seven straight sets and won
42 of her last 46 matches.
Melissa Minor defeated senior
Jennifer Ward 6-2. 6-0 at No. 3
singles, and sophomore Casady
Pruitt lost to 6-0, 6-2 to Mari
Muller.

Alabama's Natalie McElveen
defeated junior Tami McQueen
6-2, 6-1 at No.6 singles.
"More than anything we go out
to play and realize that when we
play the No. 8 team in the nation
we will probably get beat,"
Keasling said. "What we take
from that is what's important and
what we use to build upon."
Murray State will play in Paducah, Leeper's home town, Friday
and Sunday for her final play in
the area.
"We're about to start OVC
games, so these matches help
prepare us mentally," Rachael
Lask said. "Keeping the right attitude helps our game."
Murray State plays Southern
Illinois-Carbondale at 3 p.m. Friday, and Miami of Ohio at 10 a.m.
Sunday at the Paul Rowton
Indoor Tennis Center.

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses

Bow season
engulfs minds
of hunters
The look.
Yes sir, bow season is here, and I
have that look in my eye. Just ask my
girlfriend, Miche lle. and she'll tell
you. She's seen the look before and
knows there is no cure except for
venison in the freezer. Since the season came in early this year, the look
might not have been so bad if not for
a series of events leading up to it.
It started when I had to be in Lexington on opening morning. My 87year-oJd grandfather was getting
married for the second time, and I
sure couldn't miss that. After vows
were exchanged and cake was eaten,
I was burning rubber down Blue
Grass Parkway to get home. That
evening, I passed up a small sixpointer and a few does. I thought that
was a good way to kic.k off the st.•ason.
T he
next
evening found me
sitting in an oak
tree overlooking
a clover field. I'd
been watching
five nice bucks
step into the field
to feed every
evening at about
6:30.
Sure
enough,
like
clockwork, 6:30
rolled around and a fine 10-pointer
stepped out and headed my way.
Although I've taken a bunch of deer
with a bow and arrow. I was shaking
like a cat passing a peach pit.
When the big buck ambled into
range, I drew my bow, took careful
aim and released. Trouble was, the
buck was standing at 30 yards, the
edge of my maximum range. and
walking when I shot. An arrow is
very slow when compared to a bullet,
so I had to aim just in front of him to
hit him. When I released, however,
he stopped. My arrow whacked him
high in the front of his shoulder blade
and buried itself in the fatty portion
~D!.~ 1W lhP»Jders.

The buck whirled and ran for the
woods. I watched as he stopped just
shy of a fence and raked his hoof
along my arrow, breaking it like a
twig. He then nonchalantly leaped
over the fence and out of my life. ,
I never found any blood from thnt
buck. My broken arrow was lying on
the ground with a little hair and some
fat stuck to it, and that's about it.
I was back at it that evening. Sure,
that buck was taking it easy with a
sore shoulder, but there arc other
bucks in the woods. 1 saw another big
10-pointer and an even bigger brute
late that evening. Although 1 couldn't
say exactly how big the second deer
was. I do know that he slipped by my
father, who was waiting patiently in
his stand some 70 yards away from
me. That old buck is a wise one, and
I've got my eye on him.
Now, I sit in my classes, daydreaming about the perfect setup in which
to arrow him and how, if given a second chance, I'll take a little more time
and be sure to deliver a lethal blow.
There's always the promise of next
time, and that's what causes the look.
By the time you read this, I will have
long since been back in the woods.
Published on September 12, 2003
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• Treatment of Eye
Infections

.t..

'\\ fee\ "'e

ditfere«'ee fto1ft

'

\lead to toe.

WU'l ~\J09ftei\C, ~Oll

Custom tailored relief for;
· Whiplash · Headaches
At Calloway County Chiroproc1ic, our
• lower back. hip or leg poin
approoc:h to total body wellness will keep • Neck, shoulder or arm poin
you oc1ive and energized. Don'tlet pain • Tight muscles, numbness
keep you from enjoying the oc1ivities you • Sciatica
love. Chiroproc:tic adjustments con bring
your body bock to its natural state,
improving your body's balance,
perfonnance and energy - at work and
at play.

753-6100

Dr . Scott Foster
1625 Hwy 121 N .• Murray

Just up from the RSEC

• Walk-Ins Welcome

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglas W. Payne

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

GUCCI

RALPH
RALPH LAUREN

kate spade BURBERRY

CHJROPRACTJC

Armani
Tommy Hilfiger

Valentino

"Quality Eyecar e for t h e
Entir e Family . ..

I
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wai-Mart.
I
I
I Coupon must bo presented lor redemptiOn.

I

L------ ---- - ...
C 2005 Blocldlus1er Inc.
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Elite 8 game finishes in forfeit in intfamural tourney
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Whoever said intramural
basketball is all fun and
games must not have been
at the last men's tournament quarterfinal game
Wednesday night.
The Bullhorn Bandits
scored a strange forfeit victory despite being down to
the Beavers 55-54 with just
.7 remaining.
The Bandits wanted to
foul the Beavers towards
the end of the game to stop
the clock, but after fouling a
Beavers player the referees
determined an intentional
foul was committed.
Members of the Beavers
responded to the rough foul
by leaving the bench to confront the Bandit player •
guilty of the foul.
Words and shoves were
exchanged, but the Beavers
had to forfeit because of a
third technical foul as a
result of players leaving the
bench.
The first two technicals
were assessed to senior
Justin Ard. Ard already had
been kicked out of the game
but came out on the floor
with the team.
Director of Intramural

pho tos

by Michael Mc:Laurine/The News

Senior Theresa Reedy, the leading scorer on the women's soccer team, attempts a
free throw Wednesday night in ~e women's intramural tournament.
Athletics Zacb Hobbs said Madisonville, felt he owed and any team could win.
all the teams know what the an apology to the intramur"Each team are winners
rules are at the beginning of al league on behalf of the from their leagues,'' Hobbs
the season.
Bullhorn Bandits.
said. "Hart and Regents bad
"Our policy is that any
"It's really a shame the a close game the last time
team with three technicals game had to come down to they played. It's pretty
has to forfeit the game," that," Gilliam said. "It's also tough to say who'll win, but
Hobbs said. "This is written a shame we had to win in the games should be great.
in every piece of informa- that matter."
Results of the all the fmal
tion we give out."
On the women's side four games were not availThe Bandits advanced to Quiet Storm, SOC, and the able at presstime.
the men's final four, along top two residential college
The championship games
with independents Fran- teams, Hart and Regents, will be Monday in Racer
chise and Blitzkrieg as well made the fina1 four.
Arena with the women Freshman Kara Carlile, a midfielder on the women's
as Clark College.
Hobbs said the women's playing at 7 p.m. and the soccer team gets a wide-open run to the basket for
Junior Kelly Gilliam, from tournament is wide open men at 8 p.m.
SOC during its tournament game against Springer.

The Adventures in Math and Sci.,ce program ot Murray State University is sponsored
by the U.S. Deportment of Education. The program is designed to help participants
generate the academic skills and motivation necessary for success ineducation beyond
high school. Participants are talented high school students who come from low-income
backgrounds where neither parent has earned a bo<helor1s degree. These students may
be at o disadvantage by reason of SO<i~conomic circumstance or inadequate school
preparation.
For six weeks, AIMS provides an intensive summer residential program on the Murray
State University campus. SO participants will receive (1) instructions in composition,
literature, foreign language, mathematics, and laboratory science, (2) advising in the
areas of educational and career opportunities, and (3) exposure to enrichment «tivities
designed to promote personal and social growth.

Visit Pella Corporation at the
Murray State University Career Fair!

Business Career Fair
Wednesday, Marth 23rd
At Pella Corporation, there are no ordinary jobs, only Windows of endless opportunity.
Experience the prideand perks of working for aleader In thewindow and door induSlly
-Pellais one of FORTUNE's '100 Best Companies 10 Workfor.'
To learn more about career opportunities at Pella, please visit With one of our
representatives.

Full-Time Positions Include:
Natmnat Account> Sales-RepresentativesEngineering

2ndSnift Department Manager5"

Internship and Coop Positions Include:
• MATH INSTROOllS • lAIG.W'i Am lm10ClORS • FOREIGN lAHGWi( INSTIIImtS
• SOENa IJJ ltSI1!IJOORS • mt«l HAI.llUIOR/CfOOI.ORS

Applirotions and information ore available at the Murray State University AIMS office
and may be requested by phone, fox, e-mail, online or in person. Appficotions will he
considered until positions ore filled. Foxed oppliwtions must be o«omponied by submission of a hard copy. To ensure full consideralion1 a complete appllcatioa
and currtlt resu•e must be submitted by Moren 28.

App1Hallon1 ,., qu•slio111 sllould IN rouiH fo:
Doris Clark.Porham, Director
AIMS
303 Ordway Hall
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 270.762·5429
Fox: 270.762-4351
http://campus.murraystote.eduj aims
UniwniiY tallcy on llo!Hlisalmillllfion
liWrr'Y Sllllt Ui!il'tfsll)' is ~ 14JUDI GpJIO!tllnity/ufllrmoliVI odiOII eml)!oyer and t. . .lll llilli '" Feder11 aad lenludy
Sllltlolls, retuiGiioM ani! exltV~wt erder1 rlgardl111_al!itmotl¥t oellon IIGUir~.

FOR SAlE
Wolff Tanning Beds Affordable •convenient. Tan at nome. Payments from
$29/month. Free color catalog. Call
today. www.np.etst.:ln.com 1-800-8421305

Aluminum horse trailers. 3 year unlim·
ited warranty (including root) starting at
$5999 to luxury living qvarter>. 100%
financing available. Sales and Service
call Scott 1-888-781-1000
Pole . Barn •30x50x10 $6,795.00,
inc ludes pai nted metal, trusses,
6X6ACQ Poles, Plans1 Slider, Free
delivery 1-937-789-0309
17 Cabins near Pigeon Forge, TN SellIng at Auction MMch 12. 10:JOam.
Guaranteed financing available with
25% down. Furrow Auction Co. l-8004FURROW; www.furrow.com TN Lie.
#62

Sawmills- $2,695 -LumberM<It<'-2000
& Lumberllte-24 Norwood Industries
also manufactures utility ATV attach·
ments, log skidders, portah!e board
edgers and forestry equipmen t.
www.norwoodindustries.com- Free
information: 1-800-578-1363 ext.JOON

FOR RENT
Professional office space for rent in
Frankfort. lust off US 127 near 1-64
Approximately 700 squMe feet on sec·
ond floor, pr1vate bath. closets. $600
per month, Includes water/sewer, electric~as. Call_ 502-223-8821 . _ _

HElP WANTED
JOIN TliE SOI.JTHWOOOS WAYANO HI\liE THE
BEST SUMMfR Of YOUR lifE! Southwoods is

a co-ed residential children's camp in
the Adirondack Mountains of New
York. Southwoods is seeking J;NTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC and FUN-LOVING
individuals to make a positive impact on
a child's life. Positions are available in
the areas of: cabin spedalisls, athletics,

HR Corporate RecrUiting' Coop
lnformauon Technology (IT) Intern

Department Manager Intern
Supply Management Intern
Logistics Intern
Customer Suppon lntern
FieldService Intern

Engineering Intern
EngineeringCoop

Please apply online at www.pella.com/careers

VIEWED TO BE THE BEST.'
Equal Opportunity Employer

Get all your news and more at TheNews.Org

perfanning arts, water sports and much resume to: AD
Att: Don While,
morel Benefits of working at South- publisher, The AndCt$On New.'i PO Box
woods include salary, travel, room,
410 l awren:_eburg, KY 40342
~
board, laundry and much mot'el For
more information and to complete an $$$$$ Weekly. U~e eBay to get paid.
application please contact us www. Get $250 in FRF:E products to start. No
inventory required. Training provided.
southwoods.com I-888-449-33S7. We
love MSU students! Come and continue Call Online Supplier for more 1nfo. 1·
the MSU legacy at Soulhwoods. Join 800-940-4948 t'Xt. 5310
some of your fellow classmates.... MarA.D. Tran~port "Just ask ou1 drivers"
tin Son, Stephanie Lawrence, Eric Wil- Class-A w/Ha7.·Mat. 38 cpm to start, 40
son, Mary Woods, Andrew West, · cpm after ~0 day review. Completely
Amanda Felber, Simon Grout, Dathan free mt'<l1cal. Only 7-10 days out! 877Shelton, Timothy Dudley, Rebecca
Travis, TJ Garrett, Erin Babb, Justin 174·~75_www.adtran~o:r::o~~ .
Rouse, Ben Bowden, Bjll Robison, Reese Act Now. Drivers- Flatbed, bulk tank
Torrence, Travis West, LeAnne West, and rt>frlgerctted divi>ions. Performance
Kiley Newell, Rich LeVeque, Todd Hoff- hdsed pay. Experienced oper.11ors,
man, Michelle Lovell, Ben Arnett.
Independent contractors or Company
drlwrs. COL Instruction Program avai l·
CAMP STAFF Seend your summer
able. www.primei nc.com 800-771·
teaching girls to s;ul, windsurf, kayak &
63 18
more l llear Creek Aquatic Camp,
located on scenic 160,000 acre lafce Area CDL·A Tr.1iningl Job placement
now hiring: Counselors/Lifeguards (we asst. C.Jii todc~v to sf.'e if you qua li!y for
can train), Boating A$sistants, Water- state paid training. SOil· 398-9908
front Director (WSI), Kitchen Assistant
CDL A Solo & Team Comp.my Driver.;.
& Health Supervisor (EMT I RN).
Great benefits, fun traditions & playn.l Owner Operata~ and School Graduatt>s,
atmosphere! 1-888-771-5170 ext. 234 Nn East Coast, Milt'S H(Jm(·time, BE'ne(il!.,
Bonuses. Call N«lional Distributor~ Leas,
or www:!?'girlscoutamps.o'!!: ~ _
ing_www~d~in.~ 1:87i-334·9f>77_
Home & Garden Party Plan. No deliv·
eries, quolas. inventory. 30-40% com- Drivl.'r- Covenanl Transport. [l(cellent
Pay & BP.neflts ior experienced drive~.
mission, bonus for r~ru1 ting. Ground
Ooor opportunity. Call Kaye 270-749- 010, solos, l£•ams & graduate ~tudl'nts.
Bonuses paid weekly,Equal Opportuni2626. Fund raising available.
ty Employer. 888-MORE-PAY (888·
Print Advertising Sales: Entry level 667· 3729)
-;
account executive position available for
the Lexington Market. SJiary plus com- Driver- DRIVERS NEEDED· Solo &
mission, vacation, heahh, 401k. No Team Runs- Roundtrip American &
experience necPssary, will train the Ca nada Run~. Out 7 to I0 days. Call
right person. Send re-;ume to; Advertis- Mike, Mesilla Valley Transportation,
ing P.O. Box 4300 Winchester, KY 888-637-4552
40392
DriH'I Eam Mme $SS! Drive lor CFI!
Class-A CDL required. XM Raclio.
~ales !-8ents Needed- lml)1ediate openmgs 111 an exploding industry. Make Solos/ Tedms. 800 CFI-DRIVE (80023+.1748
ext.
1115)
money today! Commissions, rC:'Siduals.
bonuses, flexible hours, FT/PT, Training www.d idrive.com

2

pro!ide~ (~771495:~41 9, e~~ 2~25

T{le t\nder;on Ne>vs has immediate
Opl'nlng for a full tim!! advertising ~ales
representative. Territory Include;

Drivet5- S I,000 Sii!Jl On tor experienced teams! Earn 41 d mile. No NYC,
P·'}' on deliv<>ry and guaranteed home·
t1me. USA Truck 800-2.37-4642

dent Contractors, you have a choicechoose ., stable partoE'I who offers you
morel Our new OTR program oift!l"!o a
base of 90 cpm plus a lucrative iuel sur4-:ha rge, taking your average to over il
dollar per miTe. Plus we lndude: paid
hase plates & permits, volu ntary Ilenefits pal'kage, significant discoun~ on
tires & maintenance, above averagr!
mile~. weekly sr.'lllement with fuel
deductJon, no forced dispatch. Don't
miss an opportunlty for a higher base
and fuel surcharge- average a collar p<>r
mile! Call 1-800-.2JB·HUNT Tell a
friend- company drivers start irom 34 to
36 cpm and earn up to 43 rpm! Must
hold class A CIJL in KY or 01 t; J mos
exp_req. EOE. Sul>j~t to d/s.
Drivers- Ar:cepling Trainl'es! COL in 16
Days! No Money Down, Student
fina ncing! Tuition reimhur~ement
Avail. Joh Placement A~st. 1-600·8830171 extA·50
Drivers/ Agents: Owner Operators and
Agents needed! llome weekends!
Older trucks, plates aval i<Jble.
$0.88/mile or 70% gross. C.1ll Maxine
at T&T Dedicated CJrricrs, Inc. 1-800511-0082

Drivers- Comp.lny driw~: Guar,mtecd
Home every WE'ekend! Starling at 40ql
99% no touch. 1 year experience
required. Call Kandi .1t 866-54~-1234
Drivers- L.ooking ior ~omt:thing different? We olfer top pay, excellent home
lime, fu ll benefits, great equipment and
NO slip seating. 6 months e)(pNience
requirt~. 8.£C.:~1-427 1 ext. rms
Drivers, over the road, 35 stat~. nat
w/sides, late model convcntionals. 3
years experience. $2,000 sign on
bonus. Start .34¢-.38¢ mile +benefits.
Ca~ (800)444-6648
Gainey Transportation i~ hiring Class-A
CDL OTR drivers. Great miles. benefits
& top pay! 94% no totJCh freight, 70%
drop & Hook. 0/0 & Graduates welcome. i{eimbur5e(!lent program. Call 1800-326-8889

't

I=

MISC.
Spring Chevy/ Vettefest. March 12·13,
2005. All Chevrolet & Corvette swap
meet, car show and sale. McCormick
Place North Building Chicago, IL. 9am6pm Saturdily & Sunday. Call 708-563.'
4300 lbm-5pm M-f.. midamericapromotions.com

Drivers: Owner Operators WoJnted!
Bt't'n rcje< ted by othe1 companiesl
Give l iS a C<dli T&T Dedicated Carriers.
1·800-5 11-0082
i'.'l'I:'CJ a Job? CRST! No exp<:rienc<·l '-Jo
problrm! No crt'Clit chC'Ck. i'.'o monthly
paymt·nl. Immediate• henefil p;Kkagc.
1\nw hiring in your area. 1-877-44~-82 89
••star

AttEntion Homeowners: Display homes
wanwd for vinyl siding. windows. roof;.
(asy credit terms. No payments until
Summer .2005. Starting at $99 month.
Ci!ll 1-800·251-01141

Tran~purt

nl..'eds Inexperienced
Honw most Wf'l.okends, P<'lerhllt
trucks, shdred tuition , Good starting
pay. food and lodging pruvided. 18()0-455-4082

drive·~.

D1vorc.:e $195, Incorporation S195.
Yo11r alternalivl' to expen~ive It-gal fees!
nl·dpro~erv1ce<P;1olxom or 1·800-3031170

Want Home Weekly with more pay?
$.41 per mile for 1-year expedence,
morl' exrlor it-nee mo~ke' morel I:.!
month~ OTR rcqu1red. HE·artland
Express www.he,lrtlandexpress.com 1800-44 1-49S.i

$$CASH$$ lmmedli!te cash for structured settlt'mcnl~. annuities, law ~uits,
inheritances, mortgage noiC:'S & Cash
llows. JG Wentwortil #1 . 1-(800)79+
7310

-----------------

free 4-room DIRECTV System includIng standard installation. 3 months free
50·1 Prrmlum Channels. Access 10 over
2.25 <.:hannelsl Umited lime offer. S&H,
r<.-,~lctions apply. 1-800-208-4617_

TRAVEl
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jama1ca, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida
& Costa Ric<~. 110% Best Prices! Book
aow and get free parties & meals!
Group discounts. Campus reps wanted! endlesssummertours.cnm 1-800-

ADVERTISERS: You can place a 25·
word classified ad in 70 Kentucky
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'Breds 'out-run' Salukis in conference matchup
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

The
Thoroughbreds
defeated the Southern Illinois University Salukis 7-5
Wednesday after the team's
trip to Murray from Carbondale, Ill.
Southern Illinois (5-4)
started off strong when J.P.
Finigan hit a one-out single
and Matt Brewer doubled
to send him home for the
run.
In the fourth, the
Salukis
scored
again,
increasing the team's lead

to 3-0.
Murray State (5-3) pulled
back into the game in the
bottom of the fourth with
its first run and continued
throughout the fifth with
three runs and four hits.
Michael Serraglio said
the team tries to get ahead
early and not fall behind.
"We didn't get any runs
in the first few innings, but
soon enough the bats came
alive and we were ready to
play," Serraglio said.
The 'Breds went through
four pitchers during the
game, including starting
pitcher junior Jake Ociesa
(1-0),
who
continued
through the fifth inning.
Ociesa a llowed three runs
on four hits, struck out one
and walked one.
Freshman Ed Baust took
over for Ociesa in the sixth
inning, struck out two and
allowed no runs and one
hit.
Senior Jon Ross
Shelton replaced Baust in
the seventh inning when
Baust's arm began to feel
sore. Shelton struck out
three, walked one and
allowed two runs on two
hits. Senior Greg Gray
came in for Shelton in the
last two-thirds of the ninth
inning and got his first save
of the season.
Senior infielder Josh

Michael Mc l.a urine/The News

(Abov e): A Thorough bred slides Into home
plat e against Southern
Dlinois as leftflelder
Brett MUllins motions to
get down. The 'Br eds
beat the Salukis 7 -s for its
fifth win in eight games.
(Left): A Bowling Green
State University player
hits a pitch In Sunday's
third and final game. The
'Breds lost the game 10-5.
Foreman said the 'Breds'
pitching was responsible
for the win.
"Jake started with throwing strikes and keeping
Southern Illinois off balance," Foreman said. "Baust
went a few innings before
his arm started hurting and
Shelton and Gray closed it
out for us."
Outfielder Brett Mullins

began the offensive drive
for the 'Breds in the bottom
of the fourth when he drew
a walk. Senior infielder
Clint Griggs hit a single,
followed by a single by
Sophomore out fielder
Tyler Pittman and a run by
Mullins.
In the fifth inning, the
'Breds took the lead when
junior outfielder Lincoln

Ricky Agostini I he News
Kent was walked and then
scored when freshman
Michael Perconte singled
and advanced to second on
a fielding error. Sophomore
infielder Seth Hudson singled, Perconte advanced to
third and was called out at
home. Mullins singled,
Hudson advanced to second and Griggs then tripled
to the rightfield, allowing a

score by Mullins and Hudson.
"We got the runs and the
lead and never gave it
back,"
Foreman
said .
"Instead of sitting on the
lead, we kept pushing and
scored three more runs."
There were no runs or
hits in the sixth inning for
either team, but in the seventh there were two runs
and one hit for the 'Breds.

Junior c atcher Dustin
Hennigar led off and tripled
to the right center and
scored whe n Pe rconte
grounded out. Mullins
walked and scor«:'d when
Griggs reached on a field ing error.
The Snlukis had a d r:y
spell from the fifth to th~
eighth innings, scoring no
runs and only one hit.
Going into the eighth and
last inning fo r the ' Breds_,
the Salukis were down by
three nms and the 'Breds
attempted tn hold them off
with another run a nd two
hits.
Early in the inning, senior
infielder Alex Ste wart singled to center fi eld, fo llowed by Payton's double
to right center. Stewart
then advanced to third and
Hennigar was intentionally
walked.
Junior infie lde r Chaz
Ebert pinch ran for sophomore catcher Jason Payton
and when Pcrcontc grounded out, Hennigar advanced
to second, Ebert to third
and Stewart scored, adding
the 'Breds' seventh and
fin at run.
Southern Illinois had its
chance to make up fo ur
runs, but only got two, leaving the score at 7-5. The
Salukis finished the ninth
inning with two runs and
two hits.
Griggs went 2-for-4 with
a triple and two RBis. while
Mullins scored three runs.
Pcrconte had two RBis and
Hennigar hit a triple.
The 'Brc ds will hos t
Wright State University at
ll a.m. Saturday at Reagan
Field to continue the 'Breds
eight-game homestand ..
Serraglio said: "We work
on the same things everyday, especially our mistakes. Our goal is tn do better Saturda}' against Wright
State than o ur last game."

Editors
The gentlemen of Alpha Sigma Phi
wish to invite you to the St. Patrick's Day Crush Dance
805 Murray Place
h:ldie Elwin
AiiiBe Dial
Aimee Gelda
Alex.Ula ctw:.tte
Alicia Hed.ina
Ali8ll stnU
Alyaa Zinzil.ieta
Amanda Axe
Amanda Biggs
Amanda Carter
Amanda Morris
Amber Bevins
Amber Ray
luny Shaw
Azny Watson
Angie Height
Anna Doom
Anne Howl ey
Annie Leigh Cruse
Aehely Wheatl ey
Aahley caraway
Aahley Givens
Aahley Isonhood
Aahley Powell
Ashley Stanton
Ashley Vei.gl
Autumn Boaz
Bailey Murphy
Becky OWler
Becky Payne
Brandi Stevena
Brandy Couleaa
Brittany Brewer
Brittany Enqli.lh
Bri ttany se-ll
Brooke Peters
Bryn Turner
C'al.i Oxsi
Cami Knapp
carol Mathia
Case y Humke y
cassie Abbott
cuaie Pate
cassi e Webb
casaie W8ll.s
Catherine MacKinnon
OIAJ.ise SChuyler

Olariaaa Millar:
Olelsie Taylor
Olerie Stivers
Courtney Nelson
Dani Harrison

Danielle f'lll1l.kner
Danielle Kamper
Denice Manley
Diane Bish
Diane Sader
Ellllly cartwright
Emily Ringo
Emily Westart
Emily Woods
Erin Cook
Erin McCarty
Erin Riley
Gli.Jrrner Eubanks
Hallie Rhodes

Hannah Wi lliams
Heather Carby
Holly Janson
Holly R.ouUedcje
Holly Walker
J~ Tapp
Jamie Grant
Jamie Jones
Jamie Posey
Jamie Story
Jamie Wimsatt
Janna Lawless
Jennie Badget
Jemifer carter
Jennifer Jamison
Jennifer Hartin
Jenny Drake
Jenny Rines
Jessica Crool<ett
Jesaica rvy
Je88ica Lively
Jessie& Reed
Jess i ca Thorpe
Jillde8ha Piel:oe
Jodi Martin
Johannah Dueke r
JUlie IUt
Kailey Stueber

](ali steinar

carr

!tareD

Kari Rudolph
J(.arly Grither
Kate Quaka
Katie K.anoWslty
Kat i e Ni.Dno
xatie Seibert
Katie stout
!tayl.a Riley

Kayla Rudolph
~~ally

Fit2pllt:ridt

Kelly KUrzendoerfer
KelsM Riley
Kelsey Jones

Kendra Brown
Keri Jordan
Kim Ashley
Kim Burges•
~iBta

Floyd

Kristin Alexander
Kristin lloan
Kristin Wind8or
Krlsty Ba2el.
J<xyatal Robbins
J<xyatina Eubanks
Lacey McGinnis
IM1di 5eiler
Laura Chambers
Laura ~t

Laura Manning
t.auren· Blessenger
Lauren Brown
Lauren Jones
Lauren Lewis
Lauren Moore
Lauren Noel
Laurie LeCompte
Layton Noel
Lindsey IIQester
Lor raine McMullen
Lyndai Jteel
MAllory Cathy
Mandie Sidener
Handy Chriatine Gray
Handy Lasejewaki
Marissa Stegman

Marl ie Harden
Martha .Edwards
Martha Pb.illipe
Mary Moreland
Mary Van Jolly
Megan George
Megan Jtniclcma n
Megan LaFollette
Megan Rogers
Meghan F,~:andsen
Melissa Burcham
Merideth Gate•
Merideth Lee
Michelle Hicks
Michelle Jones
Miranda Ludtke
Natalie Vel.ing
Nicole Erwin
Ni.oole va Pelt
Pamela Grant
Pamela Mendela
Paula Singer
Rachael Jaenichan
Rachel McCoy
Rachel Mitchell
Rebecca Riggs
Renee Innes
Rita St.imiJtt
Samantha Nance
Sarah Gdffith
Sarah Hobson
Sarah Rawl
sarah 'lrtegl.a.ff
Savanna Cooper
Sigma Basketball
Team
Stephanie Hermann
Sumer Taylor
Summer 0 Counselors
Tiffany Stool
Tiffany MUte
Tiffany Wi..l.soo
Val I.8wis
Vanneasa Higgins
virqinla Walker
Whitney Frankie
Whitney Morris
Whitney Shirley

March 12 at the Country Hearth Inn at 10 p.m.
Attire for the night is Business Casu al
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•

•
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NewsEdnar
CollegeLne Ednar
Spans Editor
Opinion Ednar
Visuai/Photagraphv Ednar
Chill CIPV Edftor
Assistant News Edhor
Interviews

Assistant College Ule Edhor

will be
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Assistant Spans Edhor
Ads Manager

week of

Ids Producdan Manager

March 28.
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Please contact Jim Burch for more info: 618-580-8206. jlmmyb033@gmail.com
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